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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In its broadest sense, attitude control of a vehicle in space is sometimes taken 
to include vehicles on lunar or interplanetary trajectories as well as in planetary 
(earth) orbit. The present monograph is concerned exclusively with the attitude- 
control problem for a satellite in earth orbit. Attention is focused in particular on 
the analysis and synthesis of attitude control systems which satisfy well-defined ob- 
jectives. 

Satellite missions may be classified in various ways. One possible breakdown 
is the following: 

a. Function 

1. communication and weather satellites 

2. orbiting telescopes 

3. manned space stations 

b. Vehicle Configuration 

1. geometric shape 

2. elastic compliance 

3. spinning or nonspinning 

4. internal moving parts 

C. Pointing Accurary 

1. fine; 0.05 - 0.10 degree 

2. moderate; 0.10 - 1.0 degree 

3. coarse; l-5 degree 

d. Control Philosophy 

1. active or passive 

2. single or multiple axis 

3. maneuvering capability 

e. Actuators 

1. momentum exchange 

2. reaction (mass expulsion) devices 
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f. Sensors 

1. inertial 

2. sun and stellar trackers 

3. horizon scanning 

Once the mission function is established, the overall features of the vehicle con- 
figuration may be defined and this, together with the pointing accuracy required, 
serves to provide the basic information leading to control system synthesis. A sys- 
tem in which long lifetime and high reliability are paramount considerations would 
seem to dictate the use of a passive control system. However, for high pointing ac- 
curacy, the use of active controllers is mandatory. Furthermore, a lightweight 
structure is an obviously desirable goal, but this could compromise the control sys- 
tem stability. Many tradeoffs exist and no general rules can be given. Each system 
must be studied with regard to its own particular features and objectives. The deci- 
sion process carries right on down to the lowest level. For example, if passive con- 
trol has been decided upon, is it more advantageous to use gravity-gradient, earth 
magnetic, or radiation pressure techniques? If active techniques are used, is gyro- 
torquer control superior to flywheel control? Using gyrotorquer control, is a back- 
to-back configuration better than a single gyro unit? When using flywheels, is a 
bigger flywheel and lower speed preferable tc a smaller flywheel at higher speed for 
a given momentum capability? The list is very large and considerable controversy 
still exists in many areas. 

The aim of this monograph is to provide as unified a framework as possible for 
the analysis and synthesis of the attitude control system. While the details and ob- 
jectives of specific systems will vary, there is nevertheless a common conceptual 
basis for mathematical treatment. This forms the main theme of the monograph. 
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2. STATE OF THE ART 

The attitude control problem for a satellite in orbit differs in many essential 
respects from that of a body flying within the atmosphere. First of all, there are 
no aerodynamic forces available for stabilization and, second, in free fall it is not 
easy to establish a local vertical for reference - a condition which is taken for 
granted in terrestrial applications. Furthermore, for a satellite, the aims of atti- 
tude control are different from those of a body in the atmosphere. The purpose is 
not to change the path of the vehicle (this is already determined by the free-fall 
ballistic trajectory), Rather, attitude control is required generally to permit parti- 
cular operations to be performed. In other words, prescribed attitude is to be 
maintained irrespective of the flight path in inertial space. 

The first meaningful study of the problem was made by Esnault-Pelterie 6a in 
1930 - at about the same time science fiction writers began to treat the theme. 
Except for a trickle of published papers, the problem was not further studied in any 
depth until Roberson and his co-workers began a detailed investigation in 1952, the 
results of which were published in 1960. 51 Because of the fact that by that time, 
a variety of satellite missions were already being envisioned, the number of pub- 
lished studies on the problem soon reached the proportions of a flood. 

The satellite attitude control problem may be studied from two distinct, though 
related points of view: 1) developing the necessary theory and 2) designing the re- 
quired hardware. On the theoretical side, several basic schemes for controlling 
the attitude of a body in inertial space suggested themselves. In the first place, it 
was long known that a spinning body will tend to maintain its attitude in force-free 
space. Furthermore, the principle of conservation of angular momentum led to the 
“momentum exchange” idea whereby, in the absence of externally applied torques, 
if one part of a closed system increased its momentum by a prescribed amount, the 
rest of the system “lost” an equal amount of momentum. An early implementation 
of this concept was the flywheel l3 controller. Similar devices acting on this princi- 
ple are the gyrotorquer ’ and the integrating gyro.63 Units of this type contain 
moving parts and require power, so that without supervision and maintenance, these 
are satisfactory only for short-lifetime missions. As a result so-called passive 
means of controlling attitude were investigated; these depend mainly on some sort 
of judicious interaction with the ambient environment. Schemes of this type employ 
gravity gradient, &p the earth’s magnetic field, 44 and/or solar radiation pres- 
sure. 55 

In order to control attitude, some means of sensing it must be provided. Some 
obvious choices are rate and displacement gyros, which are, however, useful only 
for short-duration missions, because of gyro drift. For accuracy and long duration, 
celestial line-of-sight devices have been developed, including star trackers 56 and 
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sun trackers. 3 6 The local vertical may be determined by specially designed hori- 
zon scanners. 67 A magnetometer So may be used in conjunction with magnetic at- 
titude control. 

At the present time, various satellites have already been launched or will be 
placed in orbit in the near future .which are characterized by attitude control systems 
of varying degrees of sophistication. 

Nimbus uses flywheels for three-axis vehicle control, with cold gas for re- 
moving initial rates and for flywheel desaturatione. Horizon sensors give two-axis 
reference to the local vertical, and gyrocompassing provides yaw information, Sun 
sensors also provide auxiliary yaw information and solar array drive control, 

The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO) has flywheels and cold gas simi- 
lar to Nimbus. In addition, three iron-core coils provide magnetic torquing for fly- 
wheel desaturation. A second set of %oarseV’ flywheels is provided to give sl,ewing 
control, starting them from rest and counting revolutions to determine the angle 
traversed, and stopping them at the desired position. Six star trackers give attitude 
reference information to f 30 arc seconds. For finer control, control signals ac- 
curate tc f 0.1 arc seconds will be provided by the payload. 

The Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO) consists of a main body that is spin- 
stabilized and a non-spinning “sail. I’ Nitrogen jets in the rotating section produce 
precessing torques to maintain the spin axis within 3 degrees of normal to the sun 
line. The sail is servoed about the spin axis to maintain continuous sun orientation; 
a second servo provides fine pointing of the instruments about the axis orthogonal 
to the sun line and the spin axis. This gives a two-axis pointing accuracy of 1 arc 
minute. A passive damper in the stabilized sail provides nut&ion damping. 

The Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory (AOSO) is a flywheel-stabilized vehi- 
cle with two axes referenced to the sun and the third to Canopus. Pointing anywhere 
within a lo-degree square centered on the sun is required, with accuracy of 5 arc 
seconds within a center 40 arc minute square. Flywheel desaturation is accomplish- 
ed with cold gas jets. 

The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO) has three-axis flywheel controls. 
Two axes are earth-referenced using IR sensors. Sun sensors control the third 
vehicle axis and the solar paddle drive. A separate control using a gyro in a gyro- 
compassing mode rotates an experiment package relative to the vehicle to maintain 
approximate velocity vector orientation. Argon gas is used for the mass-expulsion 
system. 

Advanced Syncom is a spin-stabilized vehicle with its own axial “apogee motor” 
to adjust orbit eccentricity, period, and epoch. After this is accomplished the 
attitude control system performs the following tasks: 1) spin axis precession 
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normal to orbit plane, 2) maintenance of proper spin rpm, 3) station keeping, and 
4) orbit inclination maintenance. This is accomplished by four hypergolic jets: two 
radial and two %xial” with a variable cant angle. Onboard sensors consist only of sun 
sensors. Spin maintenance is self-contained. All other functions are accomplished 
via ground command of the jets, pulsing each revolution or firing continuously as re- 
quired. The antenna beam is derotated by suitably energizing the elements of the 
phased array. 

The Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) is passively stabilized to the orbit 
plane and the local vertical. Four extendable rods in an trX1’ configuration give a stable 
configuration to gravity gradient and orbital rate rotation, Two additional rods are 
coupled to the vehicle, with a choice of either eddy current or hysteresis damping of 
the relative motion. It is one of the purposes of the mission to evaluate the relative 
merits of different dampers. 

While many types of satellites have been proven to be operationally feasible, 
there remain a multitude of problems to be resolved on future configurations. In 
many cases, only the actual flight will establish either the severity of the problem or 
whether indeed there is any cause for concern at all. There is still some question re- 
garding the effect of extraneous torque disturbances. It should be mentioned that the 
time profile of these disturbances is important as well as their magnitude. This is 
particularly true when the disturbances are cyclic. 

Solar pressure exerts a secular torque in interplanetary trajectories and in 
some earth orbits. In most orbiting cases, solar pressure produces a cyclic torque 
not only because of the changing orientation of the vehicle, but also because of the 
day-night cycle. 

Magnetic effects are likewise cyclic. Gravity-gradient torques may be either 
cyclic or secular depending on the vehicle’s orientation. 

Momentum of onboard equipment can arise from scanning sensors, tape re- 
corders or other payload devices, and positioning drives such as for orienting an- 
tennas, solar panels, or directional payload sensors. In many cases the momentum 
due to servoed members can be cancelled by designing the drive motor and gear train 
to have momentum equal to that of the driven member but opposite in sign. 

During low-level thrusting such as for station keeping of a synchronous satel- 
lite, the normal control system may be used to control the vehicle. Major perturba- 
tions in this case may arise from a shift of the vehicle c. g. and from fuel sloshing. 

Release and pushoff of a landing capsule can produce sizable disturbances. 
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One of the most difficult perturbations to evaluate is the effect of crew motions 
within a manned vehicle. The disturbances that a man can produce in a given activity 
can be determined. The more difficult thing to determine is the disturbance that he 
will produce under orbital conditions while executing the same tasks. Likewise, the 
frequency or sequence of performing the various activities cannot be predicted with 
certainty. 

Reset or desaturation of flywheels and gyros is a premeditated perturbation on 
the vehicle. Where precise attitude control is required it may be necessary tc inter- 
look the reset function with the data-taking cycle so as to ensure that a star picture, 
for instance, in OAO will not be blurred. 

Particle impacts on the vehicle are generally considered tc be a low-probability 
source of important vehicle perturbations. 

Various other problems are expected to persist for some time, As noted earlier, 
only test data obtained under actual operating conditions will resolve most of them. 

To date no direct way has been found of measuring the direction of the velocity 
vector in orbit. Gyrocompassing is reasonably satisfactory; however, its performance 
depends on an earth-oriented vehicle posture, with roll and pitch control properly op- 
erating. 

Overall, the sun’s brightness is an asset for optical devices rather than a hin- 
drance. However, with some present types of devices solar impingement on surfaces 
in the field-of-view of the sensor can seriously affect sensor operation for sun angles 
as great as 90 deg from the boresight axis of the device. Even for sensors of types 
insensitive to sun interference (star trackers have been built that can track Polaris 
from the earth’s surface in daylight) the sun may be on a direct line from the space- 
craft to the earth or other object which it is desired to track. 

Exhaust plumes from hot gas thrusters or cold gas nozzles alike have consider- 
able divergence. As a result they present problems of contamination, temperature, 
erosion, or corrosion resulting from impingement of the plume on vehicle and optical 
surfaces. Satisfactory location of the nozzles may be difficult without sacrificing 
moment arm, resulting in increased fuel consumption. Where a large surface such as 
a solar panel moves through the plume, undesired vehicle torques may result. 

As indicated earlier, gyro torquing rates and drift rates are expected to pre- 
sent a problem to the attitude control system designer. 

Unmonitored operation of gyros and platforms is thus limited to short intervals. 
Likewise, lifetime of the gyro and power consumption are continuing problems, The 
continuing interest in unconventional gyros confirms this. 
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High accuracy in gimbal pickoffs is difficult to achieve. For applications like 
star trackers, even a pickoff with complex circuitry may add errors as great as 
those of the tracker itself. 

In addition to hardware problems, the analytical aspects of attitude control 
assume awesome proportions for certain advanced configurations. 

The effect of deployed masses nonrigidly coupled to the vehicle greatly compli- 
cate the problem, as does the consideration of structural elasticity effects. Compu- 
ter simulation is not a simple answer. Programs of this sort take time to build, and 
problems that now exist can exceed the capacity of presently available computers. 

In a more straightforward problem of vehicle stabilization when the vehicle 
reaches its operating orientation, it has been found that the only way to assure that it 
will stabilize from a given range of initial conditions is to run analog simulations 
covering the full range of all initial conditions. This can occupy weeks of computer 
runs and is necessitated by the fact that isolated combinations are found, from which 
stabilization is not possible. 

Other problems peculiar to this field continually arise, such as the thermal de- 
flection of a long extendable gravity-gradient rod, due tc solar heating on one side. 

In addition to the technical difficulties of simulating space conditions for testing 
attitude control systems (or even obtaining verification of key parameters) there is a 
major problem of facility availability, schedule problems, and in some cases a major 
increase in cost in carrying out the tests that are needed. 

Air-bearing simulators, analog simulation, and the various partial tests that 
are feasible must be carried out with great care. Otherwise there may be surprises 
when the entire vehicle is assembled or, worse yet, after launch. 

Reliability is of concern at both ends of the scale. For few-of-a-kind complex 
vehicles the cost of an unsuccessful launch or premature failure grows as the vehicles 
grow. On the other hand, operational systems, such as weather or communications 
satellites may require keeping spares in orbit to minimize outages. Thus, for even 
simple vehicles the savings for increased reliability are large. 

Rot only is achievement of reliability difficult; verifying that it has been ac- 
hieved is also difficult. 

In the Way of future trends, it may be trite to mention the fact that sensors in 
general will be improved in performance and life. It is of interest to consider trends 
that can be expected. 
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Imaging tubes are ready for new uses, such as planet tracking, star field refer- 
ence sensing, and planet limb sensing. The availability of ruggedized image orthicons 
will increase the number of special sensing tasks that can be accomplished. Image 
dissectors should also be used more often. 

Unconventional gyros will no doubt begin to come into use, but the most signifi- 
cant developments will probably be the increased life of llpresentl’ types of gyros. 

New IR horizon sensors will continue to appear, with improvements in detector 
elements and more advanced logic for ignoring cloud temperature variations. An 
important advance will be the better determination of the nature of the horizon as seen 
from a satellite. One of the results of detector developments will be the development 
of new types of passive sensors using detector mosaics. 

More sophisticated optical correlation techniques will probably find application 
in attitude reference devices and tracking sensors. These may also be associated 
with lasers. 

Momentum transfer devices will no doubt become more common and may include 
most of the devices now under development. Electric and nuclear thrusting devices 
are likely to come into use more slowly. There will probably be some interest in 
fluid logic devices for control system use. 

Improved system techniques - on-off control logic, adaptive techniques, etc. 
- will improve the performance available with present kinds of expulsive actuators 
and also accommodate the microthrust engines which will be coming into use. 

Passive techniques will also find greater application. Used in conjunction with 
active systems, they may permit the active control to go dormant during a long inter- 
planetary cruise, or put the vehicle in trim to the summation of external forces. 
Performance of passive systems also will improve, increasing the types of missions 
for which they are satisfactory. 



3. RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES 

There are five main categories which demand attention in the design of an attitude 
control system for a satellite vehicle. These are: 

1. Choice of reference axes 

2. Development of equations of motion 

3. Selection of sensors 

4. Selection of actuators 

5. Evaluation of disturbance torques 

With the exception of item 3, all of these questions are treated in the sections which 
follow .* An attempt is made to present a unified point of view and a general frame- 
work within which a variety of specialized missions may be analyzed. The discussion 
emphasizes analytical tools and conceptual control philosophies, rather than the rela- 
tive merits of competitive design techniques. However, necessary design data is pre- 
sented where appropriate (Subsection 3.5), and the results of various numerical 
studies are summarized in Subsection 3.6. 

3.1 COORDINATE REFERENCE FRAMES 

Upon superficial examination, it would appear that the selection of appropriate 
reference frames for a satellite vehicle is rather straightforward. That such a view 
is deceptive can be made evident by consideration of two simple examples. First, 
consider the case of a reference frame which is aligned with the local vertical. This 
is a natural choice for a satellite vehicle which has a principal axis about which the 
moment of inertia is smaller than either of the other two principal moments of inertia. 
The gravity-gradient torque will tend to align this “long” axis with the gravity-gradient 
vector. However, with this choice of reference frame the gravity gradient at the sat- 
ellite does not have a constant angular velocity in inertial space as the satellite moves 
along its orbit. This is true even for a circular orbit if the oblate-body effects of the 
planet are considered. Thus, control torques would have to be applied to give the 
satellite the necessary angular acceleration to keep up with the accelerating reference. 

An even more awkward situation is encountered when the satellite contains inter- 
nally moving parts. In this case, the equations of motion will include time-varying 
moments of inertia. From an analytical point of view this is a distressing state of 

*A comprehensive treatment of the properties and selection of sensors for satellite 
attitude control is contained in Ref. 22. A brief discussion of these is presented in 
Appendix E. 
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affairs. Furthermore, the spurious torques thus introduced will require the applica- 
tion of control forces to maintain attitude. A thoughtful examination of this condition 
often leads to the choice of a reference frame which is reasonably optimal with respect 
to one or both of these factors. However, such a choice must, of necessity, be a 
compromise between conflicting requirements. These ideas will be clarified in the 
subsequent sections. 

We define first a body coordinate system which is represented by the right hand 
unit vector triad (rb, jb, &J whose origin is 0. This body axis system will be as- 
sumed fixed to the satellite vehicle. We will also define a reference coordinate svs- 
& represented by the right hand unit vector triad (&, &, k,) whose origin is 
coincident with that of the body coordinate system. The relative orientation between 
these two systems is described by three Euler angles, ($4 8, 9) as follows: 

In words, the reference axis system is rotated about the i, axis by a positive* 
amount, $I, thereby defining a new axis system (zl, iI, E,). This is followed by a 
positive rotation about axis 1; of an amount, 0, and finally by a positive rotation of 
amount, cp, about axis 8. At the end of this rotation sequence, the reference frame 
is coincident with the body frame. The sequence is illustrated graphically in Fig. 1. 
From this we find that the components of a vector, p, inthe two frames are related by 

yb 1 = cb’ xr 

yr 

‘r 

(1) 

*In the sense of the right-hand rule. 
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0 

(See footnote, p. 12) 

Figure 1. Euler Angle Rotation Seqrience 
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where 

ij = %& + Ybjb + sj4, 

= sir + Y,& t +, 

and Ct is the rotation matrix.* 

I 
CW cesrC, -Id 

r 
‘b = SQsec~ - CQ& sQs&$ + CQCJ, 6QCe 

CQSeClC, + sQs# cQs&dJ - sQc$ CQCe I 
This is obtained by matrix multiplication of the three matrices shown in Fig. 1. 

Note that 

(2) 

(3) 

which is merely a statement of the fact that rotation matrices are orthogonal. 

It should be emphasized that, in general, a change in the sequence of rotations 
will yield a different value for the rotation matrix. Only when the angles 9, 8, and Q 
are assumed small is the sequence of performing the rotations immaterial. 

The angular velocity of the body frame with respect to the reference frame is now 
written as 

q, = pi + qjb + r% W 
. 

where, by inspection of Fig. 1 (resolving the components of 6, 4, and $I along the indi- 
cated axes) 

P’G - $ sine (5) 
. 

q = eCo6 Q + ~COS~SinQ (6) 

r = $COseCOS Q - b3hlQ 

These equations may be solved for 6, 6, and $J as follows: 

(7) 

(+ p + (qSi.IIQ + rCOSQ)tEd (8) 

,*Hereafter, whenever convenient, we &ill write se for sin 8 and ce for COB 8, etc. 
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6 = qcosQ - rsinQ 

4J = (qsincp + rcosfp)t3ece (10) 

The angular velocity of the reference coordinate frame with respect to inertial 
space will be denoted by ;j,. It is not necessary at this time to specify the precise 
orientation of the reference coordinate system with respect to the inertial frame. This 
can be done in many ways, and each particular problem will generally suggest the most 
convenient format. It is now fiossible to proceed with the development of the basic 
equations of motion of a satellite vehicle. 

3.2 LAWS OF MOTION 

The equations which describe the attitude motion of a satellite vehicle may be 
derived in a manner analogous to the classical problem of deriving the motion of a 
rigid body about a fixed point. ’ For the satellite, however, the situation is compli- 
cated by: 1) the fact that the body is not rigid (there are elements in the body which 
have motion relative to each other), 2) the point about which the motion is to be de- 
scribed is not fixed, and 3) there are a variety of extraneous forces which must be 
taken into account. 

Various special cases of this general problem will be treated in the following sub- 
sections. These comprise the systems of greatest practical interest at the present 
time. 

3.2.1 Bizid Bodv with Momentum-Exchanae Devices 

One of the most useful and practical means for controlling the attitude of an orbit- 
ing satellite vehicle is by momentum-exchange devices. The fundamental principle 
involved is that for any vehicle, the total external torque is equal to the rate of change 
of the total angular momentum of the vehicle. Thus, in the absence of any external 
torque, if the angular momentum of any part of the vehicle (the control element) is 
changed by some means, the angular momentum of the remainder of the vehicle will 
change by an equal and opposite amount. The change in angular momentum of the con- 
trol element may be accomplished either by varying the speed of a flywheel (whose 
axis of rotation is fixed with respect to the vehicle), or by tilting the spin axis of a 
rotating flywheel with respect to the vehicle. The first method is usually called fly- 
wheel control while the second is called gyrotorquer control. Generally the gyro: 
torquer (also called control moment gyro) rotor has a constant speed of rotation. 

Many configurations are possible utilizing these control philosophies. In order 
to exhibit the basic performance characteristics, we will consider a single-degree- 
of-freedom gyro located within the vehicle, as shown in Fig. 2. The body axis sys- 
tem is here denoted by @b, Yb# zb). A gimbal coordinate system is fixed to the gyro 
gimbal (not the rotor) and is denoted by <xc, YG, ZG). The origins of the two 
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Figure 2. Configuration for Single-Degree-of-Freedom Gyro 
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coordinate frames are coincident, and, for simplicity, we assume that the gyro and 
vehicle mass centers are also at this origin. It is further assumed that the respective 
coordinate axes for each system are also the principal inertial axes for the vehicle 
and gyro respectively. 

In dealing with a multiple gyro (or flywheel) system, it is convenient to have a uni- 
form designation for the spin axis of each rotor. Therefore, we will always take the 
spin axis to be coincident with the ZG axis, and with the vector direction of spin posi- 
tive in the direction of positive ZG (in the sense of the right-hand rule). The gyro de- 
gree of freedom (gimbal rotation) is represented by the angle, 6, which is taken to be 
positive when rotated about XG in a positive sense.* 

For the case shown in Fig. 2, the components of a vector in the body and gimbal 
coordinate frames are related by 

“G 

[I YG = cl 

ZG 

yb 

where 

6) = xGiG + yGjG + ZGkG 

and where the rotation matrix is given by 

b CG = 

[ 

1 0 0 

0 Ed -cb 

0 Cb I36 

Now the total angular momentum of the system about point 0 is 

Here 

ii,, = 1 l 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

*Also in the sense of the right-hand rule. 
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ii 
B 

= J l (zg+ijG+;b+ijr) 

73 = angular velocity of gyro frame with respect to gimbal. frame 

uG 
= angular velocity of gimbal frame with respect to body frame 

where the second expression is obtained from Eq. (A16) of Appendix A. The quantity I 
is the inertia dyadic of the vehicle and may be written explicitly as 

I = IxTbib + I 5 T + Ixi;bi;b 
ybb 

and J is the inertia dyadic of the rotor defined by Eq. (All). There are no product-of- 
inertia terms since it was assumed that the body axes coincide with the principal inertial 
axes of the vehicle. 

We may write Eq. (13) as 

j$ = (I + J) . (4 + $) + J ’ (ig + ;G) 

In practical applications, J CK I. Therefore, we may write the angular momentum 
as 

(17) 

The equation of motion of the system is obtained by equating the external torques 
to the time derivative of the above expression, viz. 

I l (Gb + Gr) 
d 1 [ +dt J 

l (ig + &) = E 

I 

In order to apply this equation for design purposes, it is necessary to expand it in 
some convenient fashion. This requires some care; we will therefore proceed in an 
organized fashion. We have first of all 

+ 

[ 

1 l (y, + $1 = I l [(gjb + (Z)d 

Now the inertia dyadic, I, .is expressed in components relative to the body frame 
as is the angular velocity vector, ijb.* If, for sake of discussion, we assume that the 

*See Eqs. (4) and (16). 
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vehicle is in a circular orbit such that the I, axis is tangent to the orbital path and in 
the direction of travel (and with the QLr plane in the orbital plane), then the angular 
velocity of the reference frame with respect to inertial space is given by 

(20) 

By virtue of the relations, (1) - (3), we may express this in term6 Of its COm- 
ponents in the body frame as follows 

wr = - w,&+, - W,(S~SeS# + cf&)jb - ~,(c~SeS$ - S~c#)i;b (21) 

If the angles 9, 8, 9, as well as the angular rate, uo, are assumed small, then 
the above expression reduces to 

ur = - uojb (22) 

using Eqs. (4), (16), and (22) to expand the right-hand side of Eq. (19), the latter 
becomes 

d 
ai 1 l (ii,+;,) I,i,+ (q-uo)r(Iz- 

Iyi + pr (Ix - Iz) jb 1 
+ Ix;. + P (q C - $1 1 I;, (23) 

assuming that Go = 0. Note that when wr is identically zero, we obtain the classical 
Euler equations of motion for a rigid body about a fixed point. 

We now focus our attention on the second term on the left-hand side of Eq. (18). 
The expansion of this term will be conducted with reference to the situation depicted in 
Fig. 2. Applying the rule for the time derivative in the case of a rotating coordinate 
reference frame, we find 

=J* 

+ (;jG + ;b + ii,) x J ’ (ig + a(-$ - 3 (24) 

*Note that in this case f is pointed toward the earth’s center. 
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In thie case, it is convenient to express all vectors in terms of their componenta 
izi the gimbal coordinate eyetern. From Fig. 2, it is immediately apparent that* 

$=q?i;G (25) 

&= dyk (26) 

Also, by virtue of the relations 

i 

x0’ 

S’G 

=G. 

and 

= c; 

which follow from Eqs. (1) and (ll), we find that lb and or may be written as 

iif, = Plc) + (qsb - rcb) jG + (qc6 + r66) i;c (27) 

WY = -o. rG + (m2s6 - n2c6)jG + (m2c6 + n2s6)EG 1 (28) 

where for brevity, we have defined the quantities 

52 = SQses$ + CQC# 

?I = CQSeS$ - SQC# 

*The set of gimbal-gyro parameters <n, 6, A, C) will hereafter contain the subscript 
X9 y, Or Z to indicate that (in the Stea@ State) the Spin aXif3 iS dOIIg xbS Yb’ Or zb. 
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It Is now a straightforward procedure to expand the right-hand side of Eq. (24). 
The end result is 

$ J 
C 

l (ijg + 3 G ] ) = 1 cy”u [ dy - rcby- ~00y3by - n&jy)] 

+ %Ey \rG + ( Ayiy [qcby + rsdy 

- a0 (mzcby + n2.kjl 

- cys dy + p - uoa2) jG 
1 

+ C,,f& - Ayby [qsby - rcdy 
1 

- u. (m2sby - nzc6,) 
II 

i;c (29) 

We now assume that the quantities 9, 8, Q, and a0 are small. In this event, the 
above expression reduces to 

$[ J . (Gg + ;G)] = [ Aygy + CyQy (qsby - rcdy - a0 ~6~) ] Tc; 

+ Ayby (qc6y + rsby- wocby c 

’ 'y% cby + P) 1 jG 

+c’ PY 
. 

Y - Aydy (qsby - rcsy - (30) 

Now by transforming to components in tbe body frame via (ll), we find 

& [J l (;g + Q] = [ Ay’dy + Cy”y (w6y - rcby - UPSET)] 4, 

- cyQy (by + p) s6, + Ayhyr jb 1 
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+ byja6y + CyzS dy+ P) ~6, - %by ‘(q - ~o,]i4, 

(31) 

This equation, together with (23) when combined with (18), gives the equation of 
motion of the vehicle with one gyro-gimbal unit mounted as shown in Fig. 2. The con- 
trol is obtained by varying by or “y in some prescribed fashion. 

For application to practical systems requiring three-axis attitude control, various 
gyro-gimbal configurations may be used. We will here consider two special cases: 

1. Twin Gyrotorquer Unit on each body axis. 

2. Flywheel Unit on each body axis. 

The configuration for a twin gyrotorquer unit on the yb axis is shown In Fig, 3. 
The two gyro gimbals are geared together so as to be precessed by one motor. When 
facing each other, the gyros will be spinning in opposite directions. The lower gyro 
in Fig. 3 will have a rate of change of angular momentum given by Eq. (31), while for 
the upper gyro, it is apparent that its rate of change of angular moSmentum is given by 
Eq. (31) with the quantities 6,, 6y, 6,, %, $ replaced by -6y, -6,, -zy, -5, -$,, 
respectively. Adding these two expressions gives for the gyrotorquer unit 

2 CyOyp sindy 1 ib 

. 
+ 2cy 49i116~ + &-Jy6ycos6y 1 i& (32) 

With identical units placed on the other two body axes, it is readily found that the 
expression for the rate of change of angular momentum - obtained by expanding an 
equation of the form (31) about these body axes - is given by 

-M, = - 
‘[ 

2Cx0xrsin6x 1 ib + 2C, ~xsin6x + SIx6x~os6x 1 jb 

+ 
C 

2 cxSIx (p - coo) sin6, 1 i& 

. . 
-Mz = 2c, 42zsin6z + ~,S,cos6, 1 4, 

2CzOz(r - u,)sin6, jb - 1 [ 2CzQzqs~6, ‘t, 1 

(33) 

(34) 
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Figure 3. Diagram of a Twin-Gyro Controller 
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To specialize relations (31) - (34) to the two cases mentioned above, we simplify 
by noting that for twin gyrotorquer control, 

while for flywheel control 

6, = 6, = by = 6, = 6, = ir, = 0 

The equations of motion for each case then reduce to 

1. Twin Gvrotorauer Unit on Each Bodv Axis 

I$ + (q - wo) r (Iz - Iy) = 2 Cx~xrsin6x - 2 Cyny (q - oo) sindy 

- 2 Cz~ziz cosb, + Lx 

9 + pr 0, - Iz) = - 2 Cx”,hx cos 6x + 2 Cynyp sin 6 
Y 

- 2Cznz (r - w,)sin6= + L 
Y 

I,’ + (q - U,)P(I y - \> = - 2 Cxax (p - uo) sin 6x- 2 cy”ysy cos 6 
Y 

+ 2 C$,qsin6, + L, 

2. One Flywheel Controller on Each Body Axis 
- 

Ixp + (q - wo) r (Iz - Iy) = - C,i), + Cynyr - Czozq + Lx 

$4 + pr (Ix- I=) = - Cxnxr - Cyby + C,Q,p + L 
Y 

Iz’ + (s - og)P(z - 
Y 

I,) = c,nxq - cynyp - czbz + L 
Z 

(35) 

(35) 
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where 

The use of these equations in conjunction with particular control modes will be 
’ discussed in Subsection 3.3. 

3.2.2 Effect of Moving Masses 

We now suppose that there are N masses which move within (and with respect to) 
the vehicle in some arbitrary manner. The net effect of this motion is to introduce 
extraneous torques which cause the vehicle to deviate from a prescribed attitude - an 
effect which must be compensated for by the control syetem. 

Formally, one may take account of this additional factor by including an extra 
term in the expression for the angular momentum as given by Eq. (17), viz, 

N 
E= I.(&,-+$)+J*(; +ijG)+ 

g c ‘r Xm5 1 1 i 
i=l 

(33) 

where ri is the radius vector from the origin of the body frame to the moving mass, 
mi, and $1 is the velocity of mi with respect to inertial space. Now 

Vi = - r. + ?i) d i dt 

= Go + + (4 + i$., x F, (39) 

where v. is the velocity of the origin of the body frame with respect to inertial space. 
It follows that 

dN N 

z i=l ‘T1 iii X miiii = c f, X m 
&O 
- idt 

+ ,(m) . 
I=1 

+ (6 + 6,) x [bm) l (W b+&)]+ 

N 
+2 

= E 

6;i 

i=l 
GiX (&+&)XmiF ( )I b 

I (40) 
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The x, y, and z components of this vector, expressed in bo@ components, must 
be added to the first, second, and third equations, respectively, of the two sets of 
equations, (35) and (36); Here I(m) is thy inertial dyaclic associated with the moving 
masses. Its components with respect to the body frame are given by 

104 = N 
X c (yi” + =12mi 

I=1 

m = Ixy ~ xi Yi mi 
i=l 

etc. 

where 

ri = x& + Y& + z&b 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

Note that xi, yi, and zi are functions of time; the dyadic I(m) is therefore time- 
varying. 

It is apparent from the complexity of (40) that general conclusions regarding the 
effect of moving masses are hard to come by. However, in certain special cases, it 
is possible to obtain useful results with comparatively little effort. Suppose, for 
example, that there are two mass points (crew members) moving in a circumferential 
direction on diametrically opposite sides of a symmetrical space station. Assuming 
that Xb Yb is the plane of motion, the situation may be depicted as shown in Fig. 4. If 
we attach a crew coordinate system (Xc, Yc, Z,) with origin at 0 so that the Xc axis 
always passes through ml and m2, then the inertial dyadic of the total system (vehicle 
plus two moving masses) is a constant (when referred to the crew frame), and there 
are no product-of-inertia terms (assuming that Xb and Yb are principal inertial axes 
for the vehicle and Zb is an axis of symmetry). In this case, 4. (13) still holds, but 
now 

Hb = I l (WC + ub + Or) (44) 

where 

(45) 

and I is the constant inertial dyadic of the vehicle plus moving masses referred to the 
crew frame. Since I is constant, the system is then analyzed as an equivalent ‘rigid 
body where the effect of the moving masses is contained in the additional terms 
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Figure 4. Coordinate Geometry for Circumferential Motion of Two Mass Points 

involving &. Thomson and Fung7 use this approach to analyze the stability proper- 
ties of a spinning space station when crew motions of the above type occur. A some- 
what different approach is taken by Harding a6 who refers all motions to a composite 
center of mass, which yields crucial simplifications in the equations of motion.: 

3.2.3 Flexible Satellite 

For certain types of space satellite missions, the structural compliance of the 
vehicle is a crucial factor in design and performance. The deleterious influence of 
elastic effects manifests itself in various ways. Jn an orbiting telescope, for example, 
elastic deformations in the mirror degrade the image received. Since payload weight 
is at a premium, the problem is essentially one of designing a minimum weight etruc- 
ture consistent with rigidity requirements. The problem is dynamic rather than static, 
since control devices in the attitude control system - and also extraneous disturbances - 
will tend to excite the elastic modes. One of the primary constraints on the control 
system is that these elastic displacements be small and reasonably well damped. 

The effects of structural elasticity are perhaps more prominent in the way they 
intluence the attitude-sensing instrumentation. For example, if rate gyros are used 
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for stability augmentation purposes, they will sense local elastic as well as rigid bo@ 
motions. Unless this situation is carefully analyzed, the attitude control system will 

go unstable. 

This is of course a basic problem in launch vehicle autopilots and has been studied 
extensively. Because of the fact that launch vehicles may be analyzed via slender beam 
theory, the basic structural dynamics are well understood, at least conceptually. Sat- 
ellite vehicles, however, are more complicated structures, at least from the dynamic 
point of view. They may be spherical, parabolic, toroidal, or a multitude of other 
shapes. of course, in theory at least, the vibration frequencies and mode shapes 
could be obtained for any structure by using a suitably refined lumped mass model. 
However, for purposes of preliminary analysis, this is an unwarranted effort, and one 
must seek simpler approaches. 

One obvious solution is to approximate the actual structure by an equivalent geo- 
metric shape whose vibration frequencies and mode shapes can be obtained with rela- 
tively little effort. These would then be used to establish the general features of the 
attitude control system, especially as it relates to the influence of structural compli- 
ance. ‘Iwo cases of this type are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

3.2.3.1 Flat Plate Configuration 

If the structure to be analyzed has the approximate shape of a thin circular plate, 
one may derive some basic features of the attitude control system in relatively simple 
fashion.g The vibration frequencies and mode shapes for this case are derived in 
Appendix B. The most general displacement normal to the plane of the plate is given 
by Eq. (B37), viz. (see also Fig. Bl). 

u(&a,t) = 2 2 [(A;: (t,Q,’ (/A@ + 42 (t)‘p,E) (&CL)] 
n=O m=O 

(46) 

The terminology is defined in Appendix B. We are normally interested in the 
quantities sensed by a rate gyro, for example. In this case we neglect the mode (n = 0, 
m= 0) since this corresponds to rigid body translation. Furthermore, the mode (n= 1, 
m = 0) corresponds to rigid body rotation. If we now place a rate gyro so that its sen- 
sitive axle is coincident with the yb axis, then the gyro output will be 

(47) 

where q is the Component Of ;1;, abOUt the Yb aXi ; see Eq. (4). It iS assumed in Eq. 
(47) that the angular velocity of the reference frame is negligible. In general, the gyro 
output gives values with respect to inertial space so that if the reference frame angular 
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velocity 5s not negligible, the rigid body output of the rate gyro will give the yb com- 
ponent of (ijb + ijr) . Normally, some gain value is associated with the gyro output 
(47) as well as gyro dynamics. 

If now we place the rate gyro on yb so that its sensitive axis is normal to yb, the 
gyro output will be (we again refer to Fig. Bl) 

(48) 

In short, the gyros may be located so that they pick up only circumferential modes, 
or only radial modes. 

An examination of Eqs. (B45) and (B48) also indicates that the possibility exists 
for exciting only certain modes and not others. Thus, depending on the control sys- 
tem configuration, there exist preferred locations for the sensors and control actua- 
tors from the point of view of minimization of the deleterious influence of elastic 
distortions. This point will be discussed in detail in Subsection 3.3. 

3.2.3.2 Toroidal Configuration 

The toroidal shape is the one most commonly envisioned for manned space sta- 
tions . Under various simplifying assumptions, the vibration frequencies and mode 
shapes for this case can be derived in a relatively simple manner. This is done in 
Appendix C . The main results are contained in Eqs. (C31) and (C32), viz. (see Fig. Cl). 

U@, t) = 2 [c’ (t)Qf) (a) + qn@) (t)Q”’ (@] 
n=O 

(49) 

(50) 

As in the previous subsection, we are interested in the signals sensed by a rate 
gyro. We may discard the mode due to n = 0 since this corresponds to rigid body 
translation. If we now locate a rate gyro with its sensitive axis coincident with the 
Yb axis (again referring to Fig. Cl), we note that its output is 
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On the other hand, if the rate gyro is placed on Yb so that its sensitive axis is 
normal to Yb, the gyro output is given by 

do OD 
hcPjnz2 CL 

* ‘pQPO + l 

n n qn “‘Q:)l (52) 

Having the modes and frequencies of vibration, one may investigate the effect of 
locating the sensors and control devices at specified locations. Since this can be done 
only with reference to a specific control system configuration, a detailed discussion 
will be deferred until Subsection 3.3. 

3.3 ACTIVE CONTROL 

An active control system presupposes the avaflabflity of powered devices aboard 
the spacecraft to control the attitude in some prescribed fashion. The most common 
types are momentum-exchange devices (flywheels, gyrotorquers) and mass-expulsion 
elements (jets). In the following sections, typical applications are described for each 
of these, together with advantages and limitations for particular missions. 

3.3.1 Flwvheels 

The equations which describe the motion of a flywheel-controlled satellite vehicle 
are given by Eqs. (36) which are repeated here. 

r,i, + Uz - Iy)@ - uo)r = -Cxtix + Cynyr - C,n,q + L X (53) 

Iy4 + (Ix - I,)pr = - Cxnxr - CyGy + c,~,p + L Y 

Iz’ + (1 Y - Ix)(q - O,)P = CxQxq - cY”yP - 
czziz + Lz 

(54) 

(55) 

It is important to keep in mind the assumptions under which these equations were 
derived, namely, 

a. There is one flywheel mounted on each body axis in such a way that the spin axis 
of the flywheel is parallel to the body axis. 

b. The body axes are the principal axes of the satellite; there are no product-of- 
inertia terms. 

C. The Euler angles (#, 6, Q) are with respect to a specified reference frame. 

d. The satellite is in a circular orbit about the earth. In this case the ir axis is 
tangent to the orbital path and in the direction of travel, with h directed toward 
the earth’s center. The orbital rate is denoted by wo. 

e. The quantities #, 6, (6, and w. are assumed small. 
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This particular situation characterizes the communication satellite problem; we 
now seek to determine the salient control features. For purposes of control analysis, 
it may be assumed further that p, q, and r are also small quantities; in which case, 
Eqs. (53) - (55) are further simplified to 

Ix$ + Hz 6 - HY$ - L,, + ,L, (59) 

Ip - Hz+ + H,$ = Lcy + Ly (57) 

0 + HY” - H,B. = L,, + L, (59) 

where 

HX = cxnx (59) 

L cx = - Ii, (60) 

etc. 

We note that the various coefficients of G, 6, and 4 include H,, Hy, and Hz, but 
these are in turn functions of Q, 8, and rl, (via the control loops to be specified). There- 
fore, even in the so-called linearized case, a set of nonlinear equations arise. It is 
apparent that the synthesis problem is thus enormously complicated. For purposes of 
preliminary design, it proves convenient to artificially uncouple the equations of mo- 
tion and treat the problem as if there were three independent systems instead of one 
highly coupled one. Thus, one proceeds with the hope that a synthesis based on the 
separated set will be a satisfactory approximation to a synthesis based on the complete 
system. Needless to say, the final design must be carefully validated by computer 
simulation of the complete nonlinear system. Much of the published work on this 
problem proceeds on this basis, and there is extensive empirical evidence to suggest 
that this approach is useful. 

A control loop for the pitch channel would then take the form shown in Fig. 5.* 
The transfer function for the motor flywheel unit is derived in Appendix D, and the other 
symbols have the following meanings: 

C = moment of inertia of flywheel; slug ft2 

IY = moment of inertia of vehicle; slug ft2 

K A = servoamplifier gain; volts/rad 

*For simplicity, the subscript on C has been dropped. 
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Figure 5. Pitch Control Channel for Flywheel Attitude Control 

RI = integrator gain; set -1 

Km = motor gain; (rad/sec)/volt 

RR = rate gyro gain; set 

Lc = control torque; lb ft 

LD = disturbance torque; lb ft 

8 = Laplace operator; set-l 

V = output signal from amplifier; volts 

‘rn = input signal to motor flywheel unit; volts 

8 = attitude angle; rad 

8, = attitude command; rad 

eE = error signal; rad 

8, = feedback signal; rad 

‘rn = motor time constant; set 
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The open-loop transfer function is readily derived as follows, 

eF 
K K K 

AmR 
c 

-= 
eE [ 1 ‘m5 sys +k) 

(61) 

Depending on the relative values of rm and KR, the root locus for the system would 
have the form shown in Fig. 6. 

In order to determine system gains and parameters, one must generally take ac- 
count of the following factors 

a. Dynamic response of control loop. 

b. Response to external disturbances. 

C. Slewing rates. 

Mission requirements, specifications, and accuracy constraints vary widely. 
Often there may be separate control loops for coarse and fine pointing (e.g., the orbit- 
ing astronomical observatory). Without confining ourselves to a specific case, how- 
ever, we will indicate, in general, the means whereby the above factors are translated 
into constraints on the control system parameters. 

The maximum flywheel speed and moment of inertia are determined primarily by 
the specification on slewing rate, 6. By conservation of momentum we have 

5r fi+cn=o (62) 

Consequently, if Iy and 6 are given, this serves to define the required angular 
momentum, C 0, of the flywheel. To obtain some feel for the numerical orders of 
magnitude involved, suppose: 1) that ty = 1000 slug ft2 (which is typical of the OAO, 
for example) and 2) a slewing rate of 6 = 9 deg/min is specified. We then find C0 = 
2.62 lb-ft-sec. If the maximum speed of the motor flywheel unit is taken as 1500 rpm, 
then we find that C = 0.0167 slug ft2. Typically, for a unit of this size, 0 = 1500 rpm 
corresponds to an input voltage signal, V, = 30 volts. From this, one may calculate 
the gain constant, Km, of the motor flywheel unit, viz. 

1500 2n Km+- 
m 60 ‘30 

= 5.24 (rad/sec)/volt 
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Figure 6. Root Locus Plots for Attitude Control System 
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Having specified the size and type of motor flywheel unit, one may then determine 
the motor time constant from the physical characteristics of the unit (see Appendix D), 
A typical value of T, for the momentum specifications given above is 20 sec. 

For a specified angular momentum requirement on the motor flywheel unit, there 
is some flexibility in the choice of C and 0. Normally, for a fixed value of C&J, it is 
reasonable to specify C and fI individually so that the total weight of the motor and fly- 
wheel is a minimum. A superficial examination would seem to indicate that the fly- 
wheel speed, SI, should be made as large as practical, since a large C means a large 
wheel size and consequently more weight. Note, however, that the kinetic energy, 
C #, will generally increase with increasing speed. For example, if we select par- 
ticular values, Cl and q, then 

If we now double the speed and thereby halve the moment of inertia (to obtain the 
same angular momentum, i. e., a = 2 0, and C2 =i Cl, then 

2 
(K.E.)2 = C+l 

In other words, the kinetic energy is doubled. This means that the smaller fly- 
wheel has to be supplied with twice as much kinetic energy, which means a larger 
power supply. The optimal tradeoff point is usually determined by a parameter study. 

Having made a preliminary determination of C, Km, and TV, we must now investi- 
gate the response of the system to external disturbances. The disturbance response 
capability of the system may be specified in various ways - depending on the vehicle 
mission. One useful and important criterion is the value of the steady-state error in 
response to a disturbance step input. In Fig. 5 with 8, = 0, we find 

‘E % (s + &)(s +&> 
-=-. 
LD 5 p(s +<) -I- KAIm”‘(s + KL)(s + a)] 

(63) 

For a step input disturbance 

Lo E constant 
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the steady state value of 8, is found to be 

e,(t) I = L LO 

ss KAKIKmC 

If the values of Lo, Km, C, and 8E(t)jss are prescribed, this relationship deter- 

mines the required value of KAKI. However, KAKI may be limited by the fact that 
moderate step inputs in 8, do not saturate the motor flywheel unit; I. e., there is a 
saturation limit for V,. In this case, to meet the disturbance response constraint, it 
may be necessary to increase C and Km - and thereby the size of the motor flywherl 
unit. 

Note that with no integrator (KI = 0), Eq. (63) shows that 6,(t) diverges without 
bound with a step input in LD. In certain cases, when the disturbance torque is known 
to be cyclic, an integrator may not be necessary. In any event, some reasonably good 
data on anticipated disturbances torques must be available in order to design the atti- 
tude control system effectively. Design guides for this problem are contained in Sub- 
section 3.5. 

As a final step in the synthesis procedure, the open-loop transfer function, Eq. 
(61), is used in conjunction with the root loci of Fig. 6 to establish open-loop gains and 
whatever filters may be required to yield acceptable dynamic response. Since this is 
a standard problem in conventional control theory, it will not be elaborated upon here. 

A fundamental characteristic of attitude control systems employing flywheel con- 
trollers is the tendency of the flywheels to saturate.* For example, an inspection of 
the transfer function 

(8 + KI)(s + &) 

’ =[KA~‘~ls,s,,s +&j+KA;~C(s+KI)(s ;:,j (65) 

indicates that a constant disturbance torque causes an unbounded increase in flywheel 
speed, 0. This, of course, could also be inferred from (64) since a constant value of 
6, implies a constant flywheel acceleration. Provision must therefore be made to 
Ifdump” flywheel momentum (i. e. , reduce the flywheel speed to near zero) when re- 
quired. A means for doing this is indicated in Fig. 7. In the presence of a constant 
disturbing torque, LD, the control torque, I&, takes on a constant value (after tran- 
sients have died out), which means that the flywheel experiences a constant acceleration. 

*This characteristic is true in general for any momentum exchange controllers. 
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When the flywheel speed reaches a predetermined value, a pair of reaction jets is 
energized causing an external torque on the vehicle opposite to, and greater than, that 
of the disturbance torque. This then induces a signal which tends to reduce the fly- 
wheel speed, and the reaction jets are shut off when the flywheel speed is reduced to 
a predetermined value. The reaction jets also become active when large impulses 
are applied, either from the command signals or disturbances. The time consumed in 
“desaturating” the flywheel is obviously a function of the magnitude of the jet torque. 
Tradeoffs therefore exist between the size of the flywheel unit, the reaction jet system, 
and the time required to desaturate the flywheel. 

It may be noted in passing that in the absence of external disturbance torques, the 
flywheel speed returns to zero (if its initial value was zero) after a step input in Oc. 
This is apparent from the transfer function 

n -cm 
8 

C [K'm~~[s2(s+~)+K~;~(s+KI)(s+~), (66) 

On the other hand, the effect of external disturbance torques on the flywheel speed 
is cumulative. To see this, let the initial flywheel speed be zero and consider the 
external disturbance torque 

L D = Lo 0 z t 7 t, 

t 5 t, 

The Laplace transform of this function is 

c [LDe)] = 
Lo (1 - ewtcs) 

s 

Substituting this in Eq. (65) and applying the final value theorem yields 

n(t) 
I 

Lotc = - 
ss C 

3.3.1.1 Influence of Elastic Compliance 

(67) 

In order to exhibit the manner in which elastic compliance effects influence the 
control system design, we will consider the case of a satellite whose structural con- 
figuration may be closely approximated by a thin circular plate. Certain types of 
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orbit@ astronomical telescopes fall in this category. If stability augmentation is to 
be provided by rate gyros, the problem arises of how to locate the gyros and control 
actuators (in the present case, flywheels) to minimize the deleterious influence of 
flexibility. 

Using the results of Appendix B, we note that displacements normal to the plate 
may be represented as 

This is merely Eq. (B37) of Appendix B, and the relevant geometry is depicted in 
Fig. Bl. . 

The output from a rate gyro located so that its sensitive axis is parallel to a 
radial line is 

while if the sensitive axis is normal to a radial line the output is 

(70) 

where KB is the rate gyro gain. Only the gyros located in the plane of the plate will 
sense elastic distortions. In the derivation of the results of Appendix B, it has been 
assumed that torsional effects about an axis normal to the plane of the plate are neg- 
ligible. Therefore, a gyro placed with its sensitive axis parallel to zb in Fig. Bl will 
sense only rigid body motions. 

For purposes of attitude control, we must locate the gyros so that they sense 
angular rates about the Kb and yb axes respectively. For simplicity we shall refer 
to these as the x and y gyros. 

Two possible locations for the x gyro are: 

a. On the Kb axis (crG = 0) with it s sensitive axis parallel to Kb. 

b. atheYbaxis (o!G=$) with its sensitive axis normal to yb. 
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In the first case the gyro output ia 

while in the second case 

KB p + 2 e [ c)onE)(f 9 PQ) + 

I n=2 m=O 
c)onf) 

Similarly, two possible locations for the y gyro are: 

a. th the yb axis (w = f) with its sensitive axis partile to Yb. 

b. On the Xb axis (% = 0) with its sensitive axis normal to I$.,. 

Here the y gyro output is 

KR q + 2 2 [hn~‘jh~)(;,PG) + c’JhL)(+, 
n=2 m=O 

for the first case and 

KR ‘I + 2 2 [‘in~‘un~’ (0, P,) + ilz)Onz) (0, P,)] 1 
n=2 m=O 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

for the second case. 

In (71) - (74) the quantities p and q are the components of ;;b given by Eq. (4). 

We need also the expressions for the generalized force due to a pure moment 
applied at some point on the plate. Y the applied moment, Lc, (which we take to be the 
moment due to the flywheels) is such that its axis is parallel to a radial line, then* 

& (8) = L rc, (8) 
nm c nm (“p’ op) 

& (c) = L # (cl 
nm c nm (op’ol) 

(75) 

(76) 

*See Eq. (B56). 
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The usual procedure is to locate one flqheel qrith its spin axis along Kb(% = 0) 
and another with its spin axis along YbeG =:a). Denoting the moments due to the x 
and y flywheels by L,, and Lcy respectively, the corresponding generalized moments 
are 

QL' (Lcx) = Lox $2' lo* PG) 

where 

= LcxKnm 

Qnf (L,,) = Lcx ti:' to, PG) 

= 0 

QA' (Lcy) = 

=L K 
n7T 

COB - 
CY nm 2 

Q,:) (Lcy) = Lcy Jhz) as PG ( ) 

= -L K 
CY nm 

sin: 

Knm = nCnm C JnfinmPG) + h nm In ‘nmPG) 1 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

03’3 

VW 

An examination of the above relationships shows that the x flywheel always excites 
the nm sine mode but never the mn cosine mode. On the other hand, the. y flywheel 
excites the odd numbered mn cosine modes and the even numbered mn sine modes. 
Note also that Eq. (81) indicates the possibility of eliminating a mode excitation by an 
appropriate choice of pG (I. e . , setting Knm = 0). 

The above relationships also suggest the possibility of suppressing a mode excita- 
tion by using two flywheels per control axis (instead of one), each located 180 deg 
from the other. Other factors such as weight and added complexity must be considered 
in this regard. 

According to Appendix B, the lowest elastic frequency occurs for n = 2 and m = 0. 
It is therefore desirable to investigate the possibility of locating the x and y gyros’in 
such positions that this mode is not sensed by the control system. 
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We note first of all from Eqs., (77) - (80) that Qn$)(L& = Qs)(Lcy) =Oforn=2. 
Thus the flywheels excite only the sine mode in thie case. Therefore, if we locate the 
xgyroatcrg=! andtheygyroatc@= 0, in each case,.with the kmsitive axis normal 
to a radial line, the gyro outputs are given by Eqs. (72) and (74) respectively. The 
parameters of interest are therefore 

using Eqs. (B53), (B32), and (B33), we find that 

= 02;’ (0, PG) = 0 

whileu20 2, @)(f pG) and u2(l) (0, p,) are, in general, finite. 

It follows that, since only the sine modes are excited by the flywheels and only the 
cosine modes are sensed by the gyros, the n = 2, m = 0 mode does not affect the con- 
trol system for this particular configuration. 

Of course, these results must be interpreted with due regard for the approxima- 
tions which characterized the analysis. The general approach, however, is valid and 
is useful in ascertaining the overall features of the control system insofar as the in- 
fluence of elastic distortions is concerned. Fig. 8 illustrates the attitude control loop 
for one channel with one elastic mode taken into account. A stability-and-control 
analysis proceeds along the same lines as for a launch vehicle autopilot. Iii the present 
case, however, a realistic analysis must include the cross-coupling between pitch, roll, 
and yaw modes. In this sense the satellite attitude control problem is substantially 
more complicated than the launch vehicle control problem. However, for satellites 
the mass, inertial, and elastic properties of the vehicle are essentially constant, so 
that in this respect the problem is simpler than for launch vehicle autopilots. 

3.3.2 Gyrotorquers 

The flywheel controller generates a torque on the vehicle by accelerating the fly- 
wheel. It is also possible to generate a control torque by keep@ the flywheel speed 
constant and rotating the spin axis with respect to the vehicle. The latter method, bc- 
cause of the fact that it exploits the gyroscopic properties of a spinning rotor, is called 
gyrotorquer control. 

Both the flywheel and gyrotorquer (also called %ontrol moment gyro”) are essen- 
tially momentum-exchange devices. Attitude control via flywheels was studied 
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btensively in the early stages of the problem, while the use of gyrotorquers has re- 
ceived close attention in recent years. This is due to the fact that in many respects 
gyrotorquers, properly employed, exhibit marked advantages over flywheels. By 
usa Iwo gyrotorquers per axis in the manner shown in Fig. 3, one may eliminate 
the first-order cross-coupling moments and thus permit independent control of each 
vehicle axis. The control synthesis problem is thereby immeasurably enhanced. Ease 
of analy~~i~, by itself, is, however, not the most convincing argument for choosing one 
type4 of control over another. A more important point is that the twin gyro controller 
is more efficient in the sense that it requires less power and weight for a given momen- 
tum capability aa compared with the flywheel.’ 

In order to develop the basic control syetem properties employing gyrotorquers, 
we will take aa our point of departure the set of equations (35). We will assume that 
the reference coordinate frame and the inertial frame are coincident, which means that 
w. = 0. Furthermore, it wfll be supposed that p, q, r, 6,, 6y, and 6x are small quan- 
tities. Equations (35) then take the form 

Qfi = - 2czn,iz + L 
X (82) 

yi = - 2cxrax8, + % 

I,;. = -2cynyBy + L, 

and 

P=+ 

q=(3 
. 

r 4J = 

(33) 

(35) 

It is apparent that the small perturbation assumption has enabled us to decouple 
the three control channels.. In the ensuing discussion we will consider only one of 
these, the yaw mode, Eq. (34). 

To derive an expression for the motor-gimbal dynamics, we must calculate the 
gimbal load torque referred to the gimbal axes. From Eq. (30), we find that the load 
torque on the lower gimbal in Fig. 3 is 

Ay’By + Cy0y(qsin6 
Y 

- rcosby) 

and 

-[-Ab’ - 
YY 

Cyny (-qsin6 
Y 

- rcosd 
Y 1 

for the upper gimbal. 
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Adding the.abovd two expressions and dropping the subscripts, for eimplicity, we 
find for the total load torque on the gimbal axes. * 

2Ab’ - 2Cnr (86) 

To precees the gimbals we may use two a-c servomotors, one on each gimbal 
axi& as shown in Fig. 3. An alternate configuration is shown in Fig. 9, wherein one 
motor and appropriate gearing are used to precess the gimbals. Restricting our atten- 

tion to the latter case, we write the expression for the motor output torque as 

Lm = K,V, - I$& 

where 

KC = torque - voltage constant; lb ft/%olt 

vm = input signal to motor; volts 

% = torque - speed constant; lb ft/(rad/sec) 

(97) 

*and writing cos by w 1. 

‘b 

Figure 9. Twin-Gyro Controller with One Drive Motor 
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The torque delivered by the motor is equated to the sum of the gimbal, gearing,. 
and rotor inertia referred to the gimbal shaft plus the total load torque of Eq, (es), viz. 

K,V, - qb = 2g’d + 2A8 -2Cnr (88) 

where I, is the sum of gimbal, rotor, and gearing inertia for one gimbal. 

Using an input signal to the motor of the form 

rE V, = -Kg,-%6 (89) 

a simple yaw rate control system would then appear as shown in Fig. 10. After some 
elementary manipulations, this configuration may be simplified to the form shown in 
Fig. 11. 

It is instructive to estimate the order-of-magnitude response characteristics of a 
typical system. For this purpose we take 

I, = 150,000 slug ft2 

KC = 2 lb ft/volt 

Ff = 60 lb ft/(rad/sec) 

43 = 4 slug ft2 

A = 0.5 slugft2 

C = 1 slug ft2 

0 = 400 rad/sec 

Kg = 100 volts/rad 

KB = 40,000 volts/rad 

From Fig. 11, we find for the open-loop transfer function 

r KOWc2 -= 
rE s(s2 + 25,w,s + uc2) 

(90) 
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where 

K. = 
2cnIyy 

4C2n2 + I K K 
= c g 

2 
UC = 

4C202 + IzKcKg 

2&& + 4 

EC = Kf 
duck + 4 

Ueing the given values, these become 

KO = 2.09 

% = 4.76 

5, = 0.70 

The root locus plot for the system is shown in Fig. 12. A simple calculation 
shows that for a step input of 0.002 rad/sec, the response time (time to reach 95% of 
steady-state value) is approximately 5 seconds. 

Within the range of the small angle, linearized approximations, the rate control 
system analysis thus reduces to a simple elementary type for each control axis. 

A more complicated situation arises when attempting to control a splnning vehicle. 
In the case of a manned space station, for example, it is desirable to maintain a con- 
stant spin about one body axis (say the Kb axis) for purposes of providing an flartificial 
gravity” environment. It is also desired to maintain this spin axis fixed relative to 
inertial space so that solar panels, say, would always be pointed toward the sun. An 
active control system, using gyrotorquers, may be employed to achieve this while 
driving all other body angular rates to zero. In order to examine the scope of the 
problem, we refer again to Eqs. (35) and make the following assumptions: 

r, q, 8, 64 6,, and 6y, are small 

P =,,, = constant 

Then, from Eqs. (8) - (lo), we have 

6 = qcosQ - r&IQ (91) 
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Figure 12. Root Locus Plot for Yaw Rate Control System 

. 
#I = qsinQ + rCOsQ 

or, equivalently, 

q = ihOsQ + $sinQ 

r = $cosQ - 6SinQ 

(92) 

(93) 

(94) 

For simplicity, we put 

CX = cy = c 

(95) 

Notice that there if3 no gyrOtOrqUe?? on the zb axiS Since we will not attempt to 
control spin rates about Xb. 
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Eqs. (35) then take the form 

p = p. = G = constant 

Iyi + porUx- Iz) = -2 CxQxix + 2cynyPo6y + L 
Y 

I, 5 + poq (Iy - &) = -2 CyQy6, - 2 C,n,P,6, + L, 

If we we let 

a = po 5 - IA 

5 

the preceding equations may be written as 

;1 
1 

- ar =r% [ 
- 2C0(6, - po6y) 1 
- 2Cn(i, + ~~6~) 1 

(96) 

(97) 

(98) 

(99) 

where, for simplicity, we have assumed that Iy = I,. 

In the absence of applied torques, these reduce to 

;1- ar = 0 (102) 

k+aq=o (103) 

and we have the classical problem of the force-free motion of a spinning body, which 
is treated extensively in standard texts. ’ The characteristic equation for the system 
(102). (103) is 

2 2 
S +a =0 PW 

where the quantity rfarr is termed the wobble frequency. This wobbling motion may be 
damped out in various ways. A passive control scheme for doing this is considered 
in Subsection 3.4.2. The problem to be treated here is one of active control whereby 
gyrotorquers are used to give a WghV control. A choice between the two depends on 
the specific mission, which involves a tradeoff between the power required for active 
devices versus the simplicity and reliability of passive techniques. 
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The choke of a suitable control law for the Ooupled rry6tem (loo), (101) L not au 
rimple as for the uncoupled cam. Amuming that Ly = L, = 0, we may write Eqr . 
(100) and (101) in matrix form au follcwr 

t a sJ LrJ 
Therefore, if we define 

[ 

6 
U= 

a 

W 2cn - 
5 

q 
Y = 

[1 r 

-a 

6 

I 

6 

PO 

‘PO 

8 
3 

U = 
6, [I 6Y 

a vector matrix feedback control loop of the type shown in Fig. 13 could be formulated. 
The problem is in the proper selection of the elements of the compensation matrix V, 
which are, in general, a function of the Laplace operator, s. Although some theoretical 
studies for systems of this type are available, 319 32 there is little that can be called rou- 
tine in the way of synthesis. At present, the most workable techniques are mostly 

Figure 13. Matrix Feedback Control Loop 
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intuitive and based on extrapolation from single-input/single-output systems. To sim- 
plify the problem for purposes of preliminary analysis, we assume that gyrotorquer 
dynamics may be neglected. Thus we assume that in Fig. 11 

6 
5 

= K1 

We now postulate a control law of the form 

KIKB 6, =? q+Kp- (106) 

KIKB 6y =--s---r- 52s (107) 

Substituting these in Eqs. (100) and (lOl),* we obtain for the characteristic equa- 
tion of the system 

(1 + y2, s4 +2 X+ypo(l-0) 
[ 1 [ a3 + x2 + P,202 + y2) s2 1 

where 

+ 2p)cm + ptx2 = 0 

IX 
0=1-I 

Y 

VW 

(109) 

x 
2C0Kl KB 

= 
b 

(110) 

2cnK2 
Y= 

!Y 
(111) 

The usual configuration for a spinning manned space station is such that I, > Iy, 
which means that o is negative. Noting that necessary (but not sufficient) conditions 
for stability are that 

*with Ly = L, = 0 
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bO 
= xc3 > 0 (112) 

bl - X +YP,(~-0) > o (1W 

we see that if u is negative then we must take X < 0 and y B 0. 
for stability are fdund from the Routh criterion, viz. 

The sufiicient cpnditions 

b2 =A 
2 1 >O (114) 

b3 = XCJ 
A2 bl 

--> 0 
b2 (W 

The gain parameters, A and y, remain to be determined. It will facflitate the dis- 
cussion if we consider a specific case, namely, the Manned Orbital Space Statien 
(MOSS) for which the basic data is33 

!v= Iz = 9.1 x 106 slug ft2 

Ix = 16.7 X lo6 slugft2 

PO 
= l/3 rad/sec 

2 Cl2 = 5 X lo4 slug ft2/sec 

(5 = -0.835 

If we take x = -2 and y = 6, we find 

bl = 1.67 

b2 = 3.97 

b3 = -0.01 

which indicates instability. However, with A = -2 and y = 9, we obtain 

bl = 3.505 

b2 = 8.74 

b3 = 0.07 
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Thus, with these parameters we have a stable system. While the Routh scheme 
permits one to determine whether or not we have a stable condition, it provides no 
insight into the degree of stability or the characteristics of the time response. For 
this purpose, a root locus study is desirable. However, an inspection of the charac- 
teristic equation (108) does not reveal any feasible way to isolate y so that the equation 
may be put in a form suitable for root locus study. 

We may, however, proceed as follows. When y - 0, Eq. (108) reduces to 

s4+2Xs3+~2+ppoao2)s2+2p~Xof5+p~~2 = 0 

while for y 4 =, it becomes 

a2 (s2 + Pf, = 0 

(116) 

The roots of IQ. (116) are the poles, and the roots of Eq. (117) are the zeros of 
the root locus of (108) as a function of the gain, y. Typically, (116) has a pair of com- 
plex roots in the left half plane and a pair in the right half plane. The root locus would 
then appear as shown in Fig. 14. 

It is apparent that as long as y exceeds some minimum value, the system is sta- 
ble for all values of y no matter how large.* Actually this could also be inferred from 
the Routh conditions (112) - (115). Note that for very large y, 

bl = x POW ) 

2 2 
b2 FJ P, Y 

Therefore, the Routh coefficients are always positive as long as X < 0 and u < 0. 
A basic feel for the required gains, X and y, could be obtained by running a check 
similar to the above for a set of values of A. This would serve to establish a pre- 
liminary set of control system parameters which could be further refined as the simu- 
lation is expanded to include other dynamic effects. 

It should be noted also when going to the complete system that gyrotorquer satura- 
tion will occur when 6, or by approaches 90 deg. Reaction (mass-expulsion) devices 
may then be employed to desaturate the system in the manner shown in Fig, 7, except 
that now a rotor angle (rather than flywheel speed) is used as the desaturation signal, 

*It must be remembered that we are dealing with an approximation to the real system. 
Actually, the inclusion of sensor and actuator dynamics would place an upper limit on 
allowable y. 
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Not to Scale 

Figure 14. Root Locus as a Function of Y 
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The discussion thus far has centered mainly on the rate-stabilization problem. 
The synthesis of the attitude control loop will generally depend on the specific mission. 
Thus a particular design will vary in implementation, if not in concept, depending on 
whether coarse or fine pointing accuracy is required. This will also be influenced by 
the sensing and actuation methods employed. In any event, momentum-exchange 
devices (flywheels, gyrotorquers) may not be used to change the orientation of ‘the 
satellite spin vector. This is of course due to the fact that the vector sum of the con- 
trol and vehicle angular momenta remain constant in the absence of external torque 
(principle of angular momentum). 

For a nonspinning satellite, a simple additional loop for attitude control may be 
added to the schematic of Fig. 11 to give the form shown in Fig. 15. Conventional 
linear design techniques may be used to determine appropriate gains and filters to 
achieve satisfactory performances. 

Some information on the properties of attitude sensors is given in Appendix E. 

3.3.3 Mass Expulsion 

Conceptually, the simplest means of orienting the satellite is by placing pairs of 
mass-expulsion devices (reaction jets) about each of the control axes. However, since 
fuel storage is limited, this procedure is not used for conventional attitude control. 
The momentum-exchange devices are more efficient for this purposes. 

Primarily, reaction jets are used for 

a. Detumbling . 

b. Desaturation of momentum-exchange devices. 

C. Orienting the spin vector of the satellite. 

It has already been noted in Subsection 3.3.2 that momentum-exchange devices 
are incapable of reorienting the spin vector of a spinning satellite. When such a mode 
of operation is required, the use of an externally applied torque, such as reaction jets, 
is mandatory. This is then incorporated as the basic power element in an attitude 
control loop. 

The use of reaction jets for desaturating control flywheels has been mentioned in 
Subsection 3.3.1. A typical configuration is shown in Fig. 7, and a similar scheme 
may be used for gyrotorquers. 

The tumbling situation arises when the satellite is first placed in orbit and is 
rotating with respect to inertial space at some arbitrary angular velocity. The first 
problem, prior to implementing any type of attitude control, is to remove by some 
means this angular velocity. 
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Assuming that the orbital angular velocity is small compared with the tumbling 
angular velocity, the motion of the satellite, in the absence of control or disturbance 
torques, is obtained from Eqs. (36) as 

I,i + qr(I, - Iy) = 0 (118) 

5 4 - pr(Iz - Ix) = 0 (119) 

Izr + pq(Iy - Ix) = 0 (120) 

If we represent the control torques due to the reaction jets about each of the body 
am by Lcx, Lcy9 Lczs then, if rate gyros are available to measure the rates (p, q, 
and r), we may take for a control law 

L cx = -k,p 

L 
CY 

=- q 
5 (121) 

L cz = -k,r 

where kx, 
5r9 and k, are positive constants. 

Combining (121) with Eqs. (118) - (120), the result may be expressed in vector 
notation as 

$I.% +k.- [I 1 %=o 
where I is the inertial dyadic, and 

k= kxibib + k 5 3 + kzi;bib 
ybb 

From this, it is easy to show that 47 

lim. Zb (t) = 0 t+- c 1 

(122) 

(123) 

Thus, the control law (121) reduces the spin to zero. In practice, the reaction 
jets may be de-energized when the spin is reduced to a predetermined level. 
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A control of the type (121) implies throttleable jets. In practice, this is difficult 
to implement, and indeed it is an uneseential requirement. It is sufficient to formulate 
the control law as* 

L cx = - k,sgnp 

L =- 
CY 5 sgnq (124) 

L = 
cz 

- kZsgnr 

The asymptotic stability of the resulting system may be established by the Lyapunov 
method. 48 

Actually, a control law of the form (124) usually results when one seeks to deter- 
mine the control function which optimizes the system in some fashion (e.g., minimum 
fuel required to reduce G,,, to zero) .4e 

The calculation of the fuel weight necessary to accomplish certain objectives is 
an important part of the attitude control study. If, for any mode of operation, the 
thrust history as a function of time is known, then from the relation 

. 
T =- wve * = WI 

g0 sP 

T = thrust 

. 
W = fuel rate 

go 
= gravity acceleration at earth’s surface 

‘e = exhaust velocity of propellant 

I sP = specific impulse of propellant (fuel) 

we may calculate the required fuel weight by 

w= 
/ 

$ dt 
sP 

(126) 

*sgnA = +l if A>0 
=-1 if A<0 
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Consider, for example, the problem of calculating the weight of fuel required for 
a reorientation maneuver. Assuming that initial spin rates are zero, and that two jets 
a distance a apart are available to torque the vehicle , say about the Yb axh the motion 
is described by 

2Tk? = (127) 

To bring the angular rate to zero at the completion of the maneuver, a thrust ap- 
plication in the opposite direction will be necessary at some intermediate point, after 
which the equation of motion is 

-2TA = l 

IYe 

(12 8) 

The initial conditions for (127) are 

e(o) = 0, b(O) = 0 

which means that (127) has the solution 

Tat2 
8 =y-- 

Y 

2TJt b=- 
I 
Y 

If thrust is reversed at time tl, then the initial conditions for (128) are 

Tat; 
e(t,) = 8, = I 

Y 

2TOI 
e(t,) = 61 = - 

5 

and (128) has the solution 

8 = - Ta (t2 
5 

-4$t+2t$ 

i= -2 (t - 2tl) 
Jr 

(129) 

(130) 

(131) 

(132) 
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It follows from these relationships that when t = 2 tI I t+ 

e(t+ F eT = 2 8, 

iqt$ E tiT = 0 

Thus, in order to rotate the vehicle by an amount 8T# a positive torque is applied 

by the reaction jets until 8 = 8, r, at which point thrust is reversed and then shut off at 

8 = eT. In this way the angular velocity is zero when the vehicle reaches the desired 
position. 

The thrust magnitude required for the maneuver is 

T (133) 

Using (126), the fuel weight for one reaction jet is found to be 

w= 

21 8 
YT 

= ISpaT 

Therefore, the total fuel weight required (two reaction jets) is 

41 8 
YT 

Wtot=I at 
sp T 

(134) 

This result is sometimes expressed in terms of the W?quired momentum for 
vehicle positioning” as follows 

4 8 

HT q Wtot sp 
5T I a=- 
tT 

(135) 

This equation is plotted in Fig. 16 for selected values of tT. 
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Figure 16. Momentum ,Required for Vehicle Maneuvering 
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In certain situations it is expedient to employ reaction jets in an on-off type of 
attitude control system. The resulting attitude motion is then characterized by a limit 
cycle of the type shown in Fig. 17. This means that fuel is being continually expended 
and it is necessary to estimate the fuel required for a specified time of operation. 

Proceeding in a manner similar to the above, we find that the fuel expended per 
cycle is 

W = 
41ycae, 

cycle s3pa 
(136) 

Over any long period of operation, tc, the weight of fuel consumed in limit-cycle 
operation is 

tC 
w=-w 

P cycle 

= 4+0 
IspAP 

where P is the period of the limit cycle. 

Attitude Rate Axis (6) 

- Attitude Axis va 

Torque on 

Ai, Attitude Rate Change Line 
Line 

Each Half Cycle - 

(137) 

Figure 17. Phase Plane Showing Attitude Limit Cycle 
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Now, during one of the limit cycle coast trajectories the motion is described by 

I$ = 0 

W) = eo. i(0) = -ilo 

Hence, during this time 8 is given by 

e-e =-hot 
0 

which means that when 8 = - eo, the correspondfng time is 

48 
t=yQ= 1; =-$ 

0 
( 1 2 

Consequently, if the “torque on” time is small compared with the period, P, then 

P 8eO =- 
AS (13 3) 

where f e. denotes the deadband limits. 

The total weight consumed in limit-cycle operation over a time period, t,, is 
therefore 

W = kTtc(A6J2 

where 

%= $r 
2?3paeo 

3.4 PASSIVE CONTROL 

For long lifetime satellite missions, the use of active devices for attitude control 
is not desirable, for obvious reasons. In this respect, the use of passive techniques 
appeare attractive especially when pointing accuraoy requirements are not strillgent. 
One simple means of maintaining attitude in space is to provide a spin about the axis 
which is to be controlled. Other techniques involve some sort of interaotion with the 
satellite environment. Among these are gravitational gradient, magnetic, and 
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radiation pressure control. In all these systems, an undamped oscillation about the 
control axis results from the action of external torque disturbances. A necessary 
part of the design is therefore a means of damping out these oscfflations. Two typical 
passive control systems are described in the following subsections. 

3.4.1 Gravity Gradient 

The basic principle of orientation by gravity gradient is that a body in a gravita- 
tional field, having one moment of inertia less than the other two, will experience a 
torque tending to align the axis of least inertia with the field direction, 

This action may be easily established as follows. With reference to Fig. 18, 
suppose that a body is in a circular orbit of radius, Ro, about the earth. We define 
a reference coordinate system (rr, jr, &.) such that i, is always directed radially 
toward the earth, and whose origin coincides with the mass center of the body. Then 
the vector radius fi has components in the reference coordinate frames as follows 

- 
i 

: 
Jr 

Figure 18. Orbit Reference 
Frame 

= Rxrb + R 3 + R&, 
yb (14 6) 

These components are related by the rotation 
matrix of Eq. (l), viz. Rx 

II SI = cb’ 

Rz 

In expanded form 

Rx = R,sine 

- . 
0 

0 

-RO - . 

%= - R. ShCp COS 8 

R, = - R, COS$WOS 8 

(141) 

(143) 

Now let i denote the radius vector from the 
body’s center of mass to a generic mass element, 
dm. 
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5 = X&, + yjb + +) 

Then the radius vector from the earth’s center to this mass element is 

F = ii+p 

The force due to gravity on a mass element is 

dF = A!!%; 
r3 

where 

cc = GMe 

= g,R,2 

= 1.407 x 1Ol6 ft3/sec2 

G = universal constant of gravity 

Me = mass of earth 

ge = gravity acceleration at earth’s surface 

Re = radius of earth 

This causes a torque about the mass center of the vehicle, given by 

dE = ij x dF = -- pdm - 

r3 
pXi 

= --px <it+;> 
pdm - 

r3 

= ---+Xii 
pdm - 

r3 

Now since 

r2 = (ii + i;) . (ii + i;) 
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(144) 

(145) 

(146) 



+ 
2iLjzj 

R2 
0 1 

we may write 

-3/2 
1 2 

7 

+2&p 
2 

RO I 

The second term inside the brackets may be discarded since it is usually negligible 
compared to unity. Expanding the resulting expression and dropping higher order 
terms, we obtain 

After this is substituted in (146), the latter becomes 

(147) 

Integrating : 

The first term on the right-hand side of this expression is zero since, by assump- 
tion, the origin of the body frame is at the mass center. Therefore, the above reduces 
to 

E = - @. $(bx@drn 3P 

R5 “I- 
O 

(146) 

Using (140), (142), and (143), and performing the indicated vector operations, the 
final result in scalar form is 
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Lx = +(I, - ysin2cpc0s2e 
‘. 2Ro 

L 3P 
Y 

I )sin2280scp =z%- x 
0 

Lz -9L 2R3& - ysin2esw 
0 

(14 9) 

(159) 

(151) 

Here 

5r’ / (y2 + z2)dm, etc. 

and the product-of-inertia terms, 

I = 
XY / 

xydm 

are zero since the principal moments of inertia are on the body axes. Eqs. (149) - 
(151) are the gravitational torques acting on the body. 

The angular momentum of a bdy in a circular orbit satisfies the relationship4 

where ws is the angular orbital velocity of the body. Consequently 

% 
= 1L 
d- R3 

0 

(152) 

Substituting this in Eqs. (149) - (151) and making the small-angle approximation 
for cp and 9, we find 

LX = 3Us2(Iz - I,,(0 (153) 

% = 3Us2(Iz - J&e (154) 

L, = 0 (155) 
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If the orbit is in the x-z plane, then cp = 0 and Lx = 0. In this case the rotational 
motion of the body about its mass center is given by 

Ip = 3Ui (I, - Ix)e 

or (assuming Ix = $) 

(156) 

Thus, as long as I, < 
P 

, the body will execute simple harmonic motion about the 
local vertical (this motion s often called ‘libration”). 

However, in order to be useful as reference for local vertical, some means must 
be found to damp the oscillations. An active system could, of course, be used but this 
is contrary to the spirit of passive control. There are many schemes described in 
the literature for doing this. * Two of these will be described here. 

The first one, due to Newton, ‘* is based on the fact that an oscillatory motion 
difficult to damp directly can still be damped by coupling it strongly to another oscilla- 
tion that can be damped. 

Consider the configuration of Fig. 19. In it, a satellite of mass M is considered 
to be in counter-clockwise orbital motion, at a distance R, from the center of the 
earth; let the line from the center of the earth to the satellite make the angle Q with an 
inertial reference x axis. The long axis of the satellite makes the angle 8, positive in 
the sense shown in the figure, with the direction of R,. 

Suppose that a helical spring of length 1 has one end’attached to the outer end of 
the satellite, at a distance RM from its center of mass, and has its other end attached 
to a mass m. Assuming that the spring is always extended along a straight line, let 
6 be the angle between it and the satellite axis, which is positive as drawn in the figure. 
As the satellite librates, the outer end of the satellite tends to move relative to m, 
thus exciting longitudinal oscillations in the spring. Since it is possible to make the 
spring have high losses, and since it is impossible for the satellite to librate without 
making the spring oscillate, this system should provide damping of the libration. 

The equations of motion for the system are readily obtained as follows. Assume 
that the origin of the inertial reference frame is at the center of the earth, and let 
(Xl, Z1) denote the inertial coordinates of M, and (X2, Z2) the inertial coordinates of 
m. 

*Cf. Refs. (58) - (64) 
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Figure 19. Codguration for Libration Damping 
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We then have 

Mjil = -!!kx + TCOS@ + @+@ 

R3 ’ 
0 

Mi’I = w --Zl + Tsin(@ + 8 + 6) 

Ro3 
(15 8) 

. . mCc “52 = -- 3 x2 - Tcos@ + 8 + 6) 

‘2 

(157) 

(159) 

. . 
mZ2 

mCc = - z2 
3 

- Tsin(@ -t 8 + 6) (160) 

‘2 

where r2 is the distance from m to the earth’s center and T is the tension in the spring. 

The satellite is subject to two torques; one is the libration (gravity-gradient) 
torque 

3P -- 2R3& - I,bin2e 
0 

where Q is the transverse moment of inertia , and I, is the axial (about the long axis) 
moment of inertia. 

The other torque is due to the spring and is given by 

T RMsin6 

Consequently, the remaining equation of motion is 

3cl 5,&i + ‘e’) = TiMsin - - 2R3 G - Izm2e 
0 

(161) 

Equations (157) - (161) completely describe the motion. They are, however, too 
cumbersome for purposes of preliminary analysis. Certain reasonable simplifying 
assumptions can be introduced. First of all, we assume that m and T are negligible 
compared with M. This has the effect of uncoupling Eqs. (157) - (158) from the set 
(159) - (161). In other words, the orbital motion is essentially unaffected by the 
libration of M and the oscillations in the spring. 
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We shall also assume that the orbit is circular. Thus R. and 6 are constant and 
we have immediately 

x1 = Rocos@, @ = Wet 

l/2 

z1 = Rosin@, we = 

(162) 

Now since [R, + AM COB 8 + a COB (9 + S)] is the coordinate of m along the direction 
of R. (the local vertical), and [AM sin 8 + 1 sin (e + S)] is the perpendicular coordinate, 
we may eliminate the coordinates (X2, ~2) in favor of (a, 6). At the same time, we 
approximate r2 by the vertical coordinate [R, + AM COB 8 + 1 COB (9 + 01, thus neglec- 
ting quantities of order greater than one in AM/R0 and A/R,. Finally, assuming that 
8 and 6 as well as their derivatives are small and that Iz/Ix is negligible compared to 
unity, Eqs. (159) - (16 1) take the form 

ag + (AM +a): +i(e+6)+2k(b+i)+2wsi + g(e +6) = 0 

. . 
8 RMT - -6 + 3+3 = 0 

SC 

(163) 

WV 

(165) 

The tension in the spring is a function of i and a. Assuming a linear spring and 
viscous damping, we take 

T= kR + 2Rk (166) 

It should be noted that in the equlibrium position (that is, when all libration mo- 
tion has ceased), the spring will not revert to its unstressed length. To see this, we 
calculate the equilibrium length of the spring by setting 8 and 6, together with their 
detiivatives equal to zero in Eqs. (163) - (165), and replacing T by its value from 
Eq. 166. The resulting value of A is then found to be 

k”=($4) (167) 

The explanation of this is that, at equilibrium, when M and m are separated by 
the radial distance AM + R,, a tension must be supplied between them in order to keep 
them in circular orbits of different radii with the Same period. One can eaefly 
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Cddate that this needed tenSiOn iS 3muf(& + Ao). Since the only source of tension 
is the spring, the spring tension k a0 must equal the required tension. This result has 
the immediate corollary that k > 3 as m in order to have a stable system. 

It is convenient to introduce a dimensionIess time, defined by 

7 = Oat 

Then with 

k 
a P- 

mw 2 
a 

2 
maM (J =- 

5( 

Eqs. (163) - (166) become 

pB 
mWs 

A" = 28' + 2x (e' + 6’) - crx - 2/3x’ + 3(1 + A) 

x6” = - e”(x + 1) - 2x’@+ 6’) - 2x’ - 3(8 + 6) 

8 
‘I = o(aX + 2/9X/)6 - 36 

(168) 

(169) 

(170) 

(171) 

(172) 

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to 7. 

In order to linearize these equations, we write 

x = n+x, (173) 

where X0 is the reference (equilibrium) value of X and A is a perturbation - assumed 
small. 

Substituting (173) in Eqs. (170) - (172) and discarding higher order terms in A, 
6, 8 and their derivatives, we find 

A” + 2f3A’ + (W3)A = 2(1 +X0)6’ + 2X,6’ - @-3)x, + 3 (174) 
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I- -- 

&op + 2X06’ + 36 = -@,+ 1)8” - 2x,# - 3e - 2h’ (175) 

elf + 3e = au(A + X0) (176) 

The probIem now reduces to that of choosing CY, & and X0 (or equivalently, m, B, 
and k) in such a way that the satellite librations are damped in the most effective man- 
ner. This .is most conveniently investigated by examining the characteristic equation 
for the system (170) - (172), viz. 

Y6 + + +*4x, + 3U(l +Ao)2 u4 
0 1 

+f- + 3(2+fo)‘, (1 +X0) + (:7 + *+l + A,“, V2 
0 1 

27(1 + A,) 
+ 

At 

2x,v4 + 6 +Xo)2 1 y2 

It = 0 (177) 

For given values of CE, and X0, an optimum fl can be obtained from (177) by root 
locus methods. However, since there is latitude in the choice of both (Y and X0, an 
extensive numerical effort is required. It turns out, incidentally, that for practical 

Figure 20. Lumped Parameter Model 

values of Q, X0, and /3, the time required 
to damp out the librations is on the order of 
days. Thus, such a scheme is feasible only 
when the pointing accuracy requirements 
are not stringent. 

Many other stabilization schemes can 
be devised which utilize the same principle. 
Zajacsg considers a two-body satellite 
wherein the bodies are assumed joined at 
their mass center. It is assumed that the 
orbit is circuIar, and that the bodies are 
subject to gravitationsl torques as well as 
spring and viscous torques. 

A lumped model of the resulting sys- 
tem is shown in Fig. 2 0. The inertias of 
bodies 1 and 2 are given by Al and AZ, 
ground is the rotating frame, the restoring 
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forces of the gravitational gradient are given by the springs kl and k2, the coupling 
spring is k, and the damping coefficient is <. Body 2 is distinguished as the bcdy with 
the higher ‘natural Yrequency, ‘I i.e., &2/A2) > @q/Al), which includes the possibility 
that kI is negative. The damping rate clearly attains a maximum as the damping co- 
efficient c is varied. For, as c -) 0, an undamped system is approached. On the 
other hand, as C + m, the force required to pull A1 and A2 apart at any nonzerc velocity 
approaches infinity. The bodies tend to stick together, and again the damping rate 
approaches zero. 

It is also assumed that when the bodies are at rest in the rotating reference frame, 
their principal axes are along the local vertical, the tangent to the orbital path, and 
the normal to the orbital plane. Referring to Fig. 20, one easily derives the pertinent 
equations (for small motions) as follows. 

2 
AId-+ + 3w,2(Bl 

dt 
- C1)a + k@ - 

2 

A2 dt2 
9 + &(Bz - C,)B - k@ 

(178) 

(179) 

where Q and /? are deviations from the local vertical, Al, A2, Bl, B2, CI, C2 are the 
principal moments of inertia of the two bodies, ws is the orbital frequency, k is the 
spring constant of the coupling spring, and c is the damping coefficient. The gravita- 
tional “spring constanW (kland k2 in the model, Fig. 20) are given by kl = 3 U: (BI - 
Cl) and k2 = 3 0~: (B2 - C2). 

If (B1 - Cl)/+ = (B2 - C2)/A2 (the bodies have the same natural frequencies when 
uncoupled), then the fundamental mode of Eqs. (178), (179) is undamped. Hence, in a 
damped case, these inertia ratios cannot be equal. The body with the greater inertia 
ratio is designated by the subscript 2, i.e., (Bl - C1)/A1 < (B2 - C2)/A2. Then, making 
the following change of variables 

B1 - c1 
Ol = Al 

B2 - c2 
O2 = A2 

7 = wp2t) 
l/2 

Ol -=u 
O2 

F = 
k 

3U2AlwZ, 

Y = Al/A2 

G = 
A1 us :302)1i2 
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Equations (l78), (179) become 

o! “+G&+(U+F)Q=F@+G@’ 

8” + YG@ + (1 + yF)/? = y(Fa + GQ’) 

(1’31) 

(182) 

where 

The characteristic equation for this system is 

4 
u + 1 + U + (l+y)F 

I [ 
y2 + U + (l+yU)F 1 

+ Gu (l+y)v2 + (l+yU) 
[ 1 = 0 (183) 

Here again, the damping parameter, G, occurs linearly so that root locus methods 
suggest themselves as the appropriate means for obtaining an optimum relative damp 
fng factor. Zajac shows that an upper bound on the damping rate is given by 

0.86 
to7 - 

% 
WV 

where to is the time required for the oscillation amplitude to be reduced by a factor of 
l/e. 

3.4.2 Spin Stabilization 

Spin stabilization is an accepted means of maintaining vehicle attitude, since a 
spinning body has a natural resistance to torques about 8x8s other than the spin axis. 
However, a spin-stabilized body will generally exhibit conical wobble or free precession 
of its spin axis because of imperfections in the spacecraft ejection process and because 
of various internal and external disturbances such as crew motions, equipment deploy- 
ment, docking transients, etc. 

Most spin-stabilized vehicles will require that the spin axis be aligned with one 
of the principal axes within a minimum degree of tolerance. This is particularly true 
of photographic satellites, where any slight misalignment between spin and optical ‘axes 
would impair the quality and interpretability of the photographs being taken. In the 
absence of an active system, a passive damper performs the function of dissipating 
the energy associated with wobble of the spin axis, eventually causing the spin axis to 
align itself in a desired attitude within preset limits. 
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The passive damper can be mechanized in various ways.* 9 O1 The scheme to be 
considered here is due to Wadleigh e” and utilizes a relatively small mass-spring 
arrangement, wherein the mass can be excited into large-amplitude motion on a con- 
fined shaft or guide. 

The main idea is based on the fact that for a spinning body with the spin moment of 
inertia larger than the lateral moments of inertia, the removal of energy from the sys- 
tem is dynamically stabilizing and will cause a decrease in the amplitude of nut&ion. 
The reverse is true when the spin moment of inertia is less than the lateral moments 
of mertia. This may be readily established as follows. Let the xb body axis be the 
spin axis and assume that Iy = I,. In the absence of applied torques, the motion is 
described by* 

q-ar=O (185) 

r+aq=O (186) 

where 

a = P, 
(5 - a) 

I (187) 
Y 

and P, = const. 

A solution of (102, (103) is given by 

q = Nsinat 

r = Ncosat 

where N is the amplitude of nutation 

The angular momentum of the system is then 

(188) 

(189) 

or 

II2 = cpo2 + fq2 + 1,r 

*See ~qs. (102) and (103) in Subsection 3.3.2. 
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= p,,2+$(q2+r2) 

2 2 = 1x2~02 + $N 

The kinetic energy is 

K.E. = $ Ixp; 
[ 

= +[IxP: 

(1W 

+ 52 + Izr2] 

(191) 
Using (190) to eliminate p. from this expression, we obtain 

(192) 

Now the motion of passive parts within the satellite will not change the angular 
momentum of the system, but it may decrease the kinetic energy because of frictional 
losses. From (192) we see that if Ix > Iy a decrease in the kinetic energy is accom- 
panied by a decrease in N, the amplitude of nutation. 
a decrease in kinetic energy means an increase in N. 

On the other hand, when Ix < Iy, 

Therefore, in cases where the spin moment of inertia is less than the lateral mo- 
ments, an active control system must be used to damp the wobble motion. 

Consider now the wobble damper configuration shown in Fig. 21. The satellite 
equations of motion take the form 

LX p SC- 
H 

L 
4 -ar=Y 

5 

LZ 
r+aq=- 

IZ 

(193) 

(1W 

(195) 

The housing of the sliding mass-spring is rigidly fixed in the body and oriented 
parallel to the Yb axis. The only applied momente.to the body are those resulting 
from the motion of the sliding mass. Thus, there is a spring force of magnitude ky 
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‘b 

Figure 21. Damper Configuration 

and a viscous frictional force of magnitude cjl. Consequently, the torques applied to 
the body are 

Lx = 0 

L =o 
Y (196) 

LZ = cAjr + kky 

In order to derive the equation of motion for the spring mass, it is necessary to 
write the expression for the acceleration of this mass with respect to inertial space. 
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Denoting by f the vector velocity of m with respect to inertial space, we have* 

di : ---Z&j 
dt b 

xp+Gj x (G b b 
x3+3+21j xb 

b 

where 

Wb 
= po$ + qjb + r’;b 

and 

Expanding this expression we obtain 

d: 
dt= 

Fb 
C 

-+y + q@,y - qa) - r2A - 2rjr 
1 

+ i 
b C 

RF - r2y - P,@,Y -qR)+j; 
3 

+- 4 - A4 + porA + qry + 2pojT 1 
Equating the product of m and the jb component of the above acceleration to the 

resisting spring and viscous forces, we obtain 

2 
a?-ry-p @y-qJ)+j; =-cjl-ky 

0 0 1 
or 

ji + 2.&wn$ + (w,” - P,2)Y + APO9 + A* = 0 t1w 

where 

We use the conventional notation: 
. 

(-) I time derivative with respect to inertial space 

(- ) I time derivative with respect to body axis system 
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and the term containing r2 has been dropped since it is negligible compared with pt. 
From (194) - (196) we have also 

q-ar=O (198) 

ma i-+aq=- 
3r C 25,q + UfY 1 (199) 

The 
studying 

The 

damping and stabilization properties of the system may now be inferred by 
the solution to the linearized set of equations (197) - (199). 

characteristic equation is 

s4+25 0 n n(l +y)s3 + [uf(l +f)+ a2 - pf]s2 

+ 2Q-y 2(1 +$)s +a2[((l +mt>)mpz] = 0 ww 

The analysis now proceeds in a manner identical to that for Eq. (108) and will 
therefore not be repeated. 

Note that the case 

represents an unstable condition wherein the slider moves to one of the end stops and 
stays there. 

3.5 DISTURBANCE TORQUES 

A basic prerequisite for the rational design of an attitude control system for a 
satellite vehicle is a knowledge of the disturbance torques due to the space environ- 
ment. The major sources of disturbance torque are gravity gradient, solar radiation 
pressure, earth’s magnetic field, aerodynamic pressure, meteoritic impact, electro- 
magnetic emission, and internal mass shifts. Each of these is discussed below. 
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Gravity Gradient 

For a body of revolution in a circular orbit around a spherical earth, the gravity- 
gradient torque is* 

Lgt3 
3P = K2(I” - $Js~28 

0 
(201) 

where the symbols have the meaning defined in Subsection 3.4.1. In Fig. 22 is shown 
a plot of the gravity constant, 2p/R,, as a function of altitude. 

A more precise evaluation of the gravity-gradient torque, which takes into account 
the oblateness effects of the earth, is given by65 

L ggx = 2(Iz - Iy)[qo+ 2.185 x 10-3($sinay smQ] 

Lggy = 3(Iz - I,J[6 - 2.185 X 10-3(~)2sin2~sin2Q] 

L&w =3- ) 
s 

eql + 0.545 x 10 

0 

-3($sm2VcosV] 

(202) 

(203) 

(204) 

where 

RE = earth radius at the poles 

lJ = orbit plane inclination 

r) = angular advance from ascending node 

and other symbols are ae defined in Subsection 3.4.1. 

The gravity-gradient torque in the pitch plane for a 500-statute-mile circular 
orbit at a 45-deg inclination is shown in Fig. 23. 

-*See JIq. (150) 
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For a maximum amplitude of (cp, 6) of approximately 0.1 degree, all terms in 
(202) - (204) are of the same order of magnitude. For larger amplitudes, the terms 
involving u ,and q become negligible. 

In any event, a conservative estimate of the maximum torque due to gravitational 
gradient is obtained from (201) as 

(205) 
Lgg max I 0 

Note that when Ix = Iy 
2 l/2 

and I, +Z 4, this torque is cyclic with frequency (3 p/R, ) 

Solar Radiation Pressure 

The torque on a space vehicle due to solar radiation pressure can be expressed as: 

LS = Ps as AS cos c (absorbent body) (206) 

LS = 2 P, Rs A, cos2 Q (reflective body) (207) 

where : 

LS = torque due to solar radiation; foot pounds 

pS = radiation pressure; lb/ft2 

= 9.65 X 1O-8 lb/ft2 for earth orbiting vehicles 

a 
S 

= distance between vehicle center of mass and center of radiation 
pressure; feet 

AS= 
projected area of the satellite normal to the sun; feet2 

< = angle of incidence; degrees 

Earth’s Magnetic Field 

The torques due to coupling of currents within the satellite with the earth’s mag- 
netic field are extremely difficult to calculate without knowing the actual generator 
currents, satellite circuit currents, and eddy currents within the satellite. As a 
crude order-of-magnitude estimate, a satellite in a low earth orbit containing about 
20 pounds of iron would, under the most unfavorable circumstances, experience a 
torque of approximately” 

Lm = 20 X 1O-8 lb ft 

Proper shielding can reduce these effects considerably 
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Aerodynamic Pressure 

A simplified expression used in computing the aerodynamic torque is: 

La = PaaaAasin a! (209) 

where: 

La = torque due to aerodynamic pressure; foot-pounds 

‘a = aerodynamic pressure; pounds/ft2 

‘a = distance between center of mass and center of aerodynamic pressure; 
feet 

Aa = surface area exposed to aerodynamic pressure; feet’ 

cy = vehicle angle of attack; radians 

Aerodynamic pressure as a function of orbit altitude is given in Fig. 24. 

The aerodynamic torque as a function of altitude, exposed area, and lever arm 
is plotted in Fig. 25. 

Meteoritic Impact 

Table 1, constructed from information obtained in Ref. 67, indicates the meteori- 
tic effects on the attitude control of space vehicles. The probability of various mag- 
nitude meteorites hitting a three-meter-diameter satellite is given. The angular 

Table 1. Meteoritic Data (Three-Meter Diameter Satellite) 

METEORITE 
VISUAL 

MAGNITUDE 
MASS HIT 

to-@ PROBABILITY 
VELOCITY 
@t/second) 

20 2.5 X 1O-7 6.45/day 4.92 x 104 

18 1.58 X 1O-6 1.02 /day 5.52 X lo4 

15 2.5 X 10-5 23. S/year 6.65 X lo4 

13 1.58 X 1O-4 3.72/year 7.47 x lo4 

10 2.5 X 1O-3 0.24/year 8.2 X lo4 
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momentum imparted to the vehicle also is presented. The range of meteorites pre- 
sented covers those whose hit probability and mass were sufficient to warrant investi- 
gation as to their effects on satellite attitude control. 

The angular momentum imparted to the vehicle due to a meteoritic particle of 
mass m having velocity ? is (in vector notation) 

A [I . WI = am X [A( w-9 

Here, 5, is the radius vector from the vehicle mass center to the point of impact. 

It is easily verified that in most cases the effect of meteoritic impact is negligible. 

Electromagnetic Emission 

Radiating energy in the form of electromagnetic waves which are emitted by radio 
and radar antennas and thermal radiators results in a pressure force on the emitting 
surfaces. These forces, multiplied by the effective moment arms, result in disturbing 
moments. 

According to Ref. 1, one kilowatt of electromagnetic radiation results in about 
7.5 x 10-7 pounds force. 

One Btu/hr of thermal radiation results in about 1.6 X lo-lo pounds force. 

Internal Mass Shifts 

The more sophisticated space vehicles will contain or support bodies which are 
moved relative to the main body. These may be cameras, solar paddles, antennas, 
or - in the larger vehicles - animate passengers. The torques caused by these mo- 
tions are largely cyclic in nature because these sub-bodies must first be accelerated 
and then decelerated to attain a new position. It is not possible to list typical disturb- 
ance torques in this case because of too wide a range in the parameters involved. 
Calculations with varying degrees of sophistication may be obtained using the equations 
of 3.2.2. 

3.6 SUMMARY OF CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 

The design of an attitude control system for an orbiting vehicle must take into 
account three primary requirements. These are: reliability, performance (accuracy, 
momentum, dynamic response, etc. ), and the weight of the control system and power 
source. Additional consideration must be given to cost, maintainability, and produci- 
bility; however, it is seldom that a major compromise is made in the primary require- 
ments in favor of the secondary considerations. For the particular mission, the 
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primary control requirements must be met. That is, the attitude control system must 
meet the particular reliability and performance requirements within the acceptable 
weight and power limits set by the mission. 

Given the mission parameters, the control and power requirements are then 
derived - from which the basic design data for the control system is established. The 
necessary procedure may be displayed graphically as shown in Fig. 26, which is ab- 
stracted from Ref. 23. The notation for item 4 - Dynamic Response, f(A,F,G) - 
means that the dynamic response is a function of the type of mission, accuracy, and 
maneuvering anticipated. A similar interpretation applies to the other symbols f ( ) . 

In order to evaluate the tradeoffs between control capability, weight, power, and 
mission requirements, an extensive survey of available design data was conducted by 
Nichol 23 The basic control requirements for a total of 3 missions were presented. . 
These were characterized by mission objective as follows: 

Military Missions 

This area generally covers a wide range of missions. However, since the smaller 
satellites in this category are similar to other mission types, only the larger manned 
Apollo-type vehicles were of concern here. These vehicles, which range in weight 
from 10,000 to 200,000 pounds, will be used primarily as reconnaissance and weapon 
systems. The control of these vehicles is critical as it is difficult to point them ac- 
curately at a specific ground target or enemy satellite. For example, an attitude 
error of one one-hundredth degree will cause an error of approximately one mile in 
scanning the earth’s surface at an altitude of 5,000 miles. 

The number of maneuvers will be high since the vehicle will be repositioned con- 
tinually to scan a larger area. The mission life will be relatively short, between two 
weeks and an upper limit of two years for an unmanned bombing satellite. Reliability 
is critical as human lives are involved either directly or indirectly. 

Space Stations 

Space stations can serve two purposes: as a flying laboratory and as a launching 
platform. The station will most likely be spin-stabilized as this will also serve to 
simulate gravity aboard the satellite. Symmetry around at least one axis will @so be 
an advantage. The station would probably be deslgned in the shape of a sphere, 
cylinder, or torus. 

Used as a laboratory, the station can carry out experiments in geophysics, 
meteorology, astronomy, etc., where the experiments aboard the platform will be 
enhanced by its location above most of the earth’s atmosphere. In cases where the 
station serves as an astronomical laboratory and long-exposure photographs of stars 
and galaxies are taken, a high degree of accuracy, in the order of seconds of arc, will 
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Mission Parameters Known Control and Vehicle Power Requirements 
By Design Engineer 

A. Type of Mission 
Astronomical, Military, etc. a. 

b. Manned or Unmanned 

B. Vehicle Weight 

C. Vehicle Configuration 

D. Orbit Geometry 

E. Mission Life 

F. Accuracy 

G. Maneuvering 

Derived from Known Parameters 
I 

1. Reliability, f(A) and Life, f(E) 

2. Momentum Requirements f(B. C, D, F, G) 

3. Torque Requirements 
Torque Levels, f(A. B, C, D, F. G.) 

l Frequency of Torquing. f(A, B, C, D, F. G) 
Lever Arm Restrictions, f(C) 

4. Dynamic Response, f(A, F, G) 

5. Accuracy, f(F) 

6. Vehicle Power Req., f(A, B, D, E, G) 

I 

I 
I I f(6) Total Power 

I 
Required 

0 I, 

I 
Selection of 

f(1) Optimum Control 

I System and Power 
Source 

I 

Selectfon of 
Optfmum Power 0 Source for 
Control Systems 

Figure 26. Flow Chart Showing the Selection Method of Optimum Control System and Power Sources 



be required. Except for this case, accuracy requirements should be moderate, in the 
order of f one degree. Relisbllity of a space station does not appear to be a primary 
problem as maintenance csn be performed as trouble occurs. 

Astronomical Missions 

Astronomical missions consist of observations of the solar systems and beyond. 
The telescopic equipment on board wffl require extremely accurate attitude control. 
These vehicles will be in the moderate weight class, from 600 to 6,000 pounds, with 
a mission life ranging from four months to two years. The vehicle will be referenced 
inertially and the number of maneuvers generally will be fairly high to enable the sys- 
tem to acquire information on more than one “target. ” 

Meteorological Mission 

This mission is used for gathering information on cloud cover and other weather 
data. The vehicle generally will be earth-referenced with an approximate accuracy 
requirement of f one deree. There will be few, if any, short maneuvers, which fact 
indicates a low momentum requirement of the attitude control system. The required 
life of the system should be approximately one year. 

Communications Mission 

This satellite, to be competitive with other means of global communications, 
must have a long life, in the order of 5 to 20 years. This, plus the fact that the man- 
euver requirements are low, necessitates that a reliable, low-powered attitude con- 
trol system be employed. The altitude of the orbit will vary from 500 miles to 
synchronous, and the accuracy requirement will call for control within one degree. 

Space Environment Missions 

Space environment missions, such as those epitomized by the Orbiting Geophysical 
Observatory series, have the objectives of measuring the structure of the atmosphere 
and ionosphere as well as the study of high-energy particles in space. The missions 
generally will require rather coarse attitude control, in the order of f one to f five 
degrees. The vehicle could be either inertially- or earth-referenced, and the orbit 
may be highly elliptical. 

The control requirements for these missions are summarized in Table 2, while 
Table 3 lists the corresponding disturbance torque requirements. 
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For purposes of sizing the control actuators, the satellite vehicles were divided 
into four classes as follows: 

Class A: 

Class B: 

Class C: 

Class D: 

Vehicles with little or no control requirements. The Tiros (spin-stabilized) 
vehicle is an example of this class. These vehicles were given little atten- 
tion during the study as most of the effort was directed toward the active 
control techniques. 

This class consists of vehicles in the 400- to 2,000-pound range. These 
vehicles require active control in all three axes. An example of this class 
is the Nimbus meteorological satellite. 

This class consists of vehicles with the same requirements as Class B 
vehicles but weigh 2,000 tc 10,000 pounds. The Orbiting Astronomical 
Observatory is in this class. 

This class represents the larger future vehicles and space stations (10,000 
to 200,000 pounds). 

Three modes of control are considered 

a. Inertia wheel. 

b. Gyrotorquer . 

C. Reaction jet. 

Weight and power requirements are given in each case for class B, C, and D 
vehicles. These are summarized as follows. 

Inertia Wheel Control 

The weight of an inertia wheel system for three-axis control consists of the weight 
of three momentum packages (motor plus wheel) plus the weight of wiring and mis- 
cellaneous hardware and the weight of the control electronics. The power required by 
the system is the motor power plus the power dissipated by the electronics. 

The weight of the wheel is dependent upon the amount of momentum capability re- 
quired of the system, while the motor weight varies with the stall torque. The weight 
of the wiring and miscellaneous hardware was set at 20 percent of the calculated mo- 
mentum package weight for Class B and C vehicles and 10 percent for Class D vehicles. 
The weight of the control electronics was set at seven pounds. The single-axis inertia 
wheel system weights for the Class A, B and C vehicles are given in Figures 27, 28 
and 29. 
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Table 2. Control Requirements of Satellite Missions 
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The peak power per wheel required for maneuvering and resetting for the -three 
vehicle classes is given in Figures 30, 31, and 32. In the cases where the peak input 
Power requirement is less than 100 watts, an a-c servo motor is employed to produce 
the reaction torque. In these instances, a power inverter is required to furnish an 
alternating current. A d-c shunt motor is used in the cases where the input power ex- 
ceeds 100 watts. Also to be included in the inertia wheel power requirement is the. 
power dissipated by the electronics. This value is set at one watt. 

The symbols used in Figs. 27-32 have the following meanings. 

LS = stall torque of motor 

NS = synchronous speed of motor 

Nm 
= maximum speed of motor 

Gyroscopic Control (Gyrotorquer) 

The weight of the gyro control system is obtained by adding the weight of the elec- 
tronics to the weight of the control packages employed. The weight of electronics is 
not proportionate to gyro size and the values used for the three-gyro, four-gyro, and 
six-gyro control systems were six pounds, eight pounds and 12 pounds respectively. 
The weights of the various gyro control systems were then determined as functions of 
momentum capability. These results are given in Fig. 33. The total continuous 
power required for the three-, four- and six-gyro control configurations is given in 
Fig. 34 as functions of required momentum. The values given are the sums of the 
power required to maintain a constant gyro spin velocity plus the power dissipated in 
the electronics. These power requirements must be supplied by an alternating cur- 
rent (115 volt, 400 Hz, three-phase inputs have been used for current systems) source. 
Therefore, a power inverter will be required by the system. 

In Figs. 33 and 34, Ng denotes the gyro spin velocity. 

Mass Expulsion Control 

Mass expulsion differs from the other Class B, C, and D control systems de- 
scribed to this point. It is a momentum-elimination device in that angular momentum 
is transferred from within the vehicle to the external universe. Those systems pre- 
viously discussed were.momentum-storage devices in that the angular momentum was 
merely transferred from one rotating, rigid body to another within the satellite. Three 
types of reaction-jet control systems are considered in this area. These are cold gas 
systems, which employ the kinetic energy of the stored gas to produce the restoring 
force, and monopropellant and hypergolic systems, which utilize chemical energy. 
As most of the recent development effort in this field has been devoted to hypergolic 
systems, these are given the greatest emphasis. 
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As mass-expulsion systems are momentum-elimination devices, the momentum 
required to perform the various mission functions must be determined. Momentum 
can be transferred into total impulse by dividing by the lever arm of the reaction force. 
The resulting control system weight then can be obtained for the three systems by 
making minor adjustments in the total impulse, due to system inefficiencies, and 
interpolation of the value given in Figures 35 and 36. These figures exhibit the weights 
of typical cold-gas, monopropellant, and bipropellant systems as functions of the total 
impulse requirement. The cold-gas system, due to its low storage density as com- 
pared to the liquid propellants, tends to be the most efficient system only for total 
impulse values under 1000 pound-seconds. The monopropellant system is most effi- 
cient from about 1000 pound-seconds to 5000 pound-seconds and the bipropellant 
system, due to its larger specific impulse, is the most efficient system for total. im- 
pulse requirements exceeding 5000 pound-seconds. These areas of maximum efficiency 
are evident in the figures. 
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APPENDIX A 

ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF A ROTOR IN A ROTATING BODY 

The situation to be analyzed is shown schematically in Fig. Al. The spin axis of 
a rotor is fixed in a gimbal which is assumed to have three degrees of freedom with 
zespect to a body Coordinate sysbm (ibs &,, -ii. A gimbal coordinate system (TG, TG, 
kc) is rigidly attached to the-gimbal, and a gyro coordinate system (T g, 
fixed to the spinning rotor. 

&, kg) is 
The spin axis of the rotor, kg, is at all times coincident 

with the gimbal axis, kG. Furthermore, the gimbal and gyro coordinate frames have 
a common origin, Q, which is also the mass center of the gimbal and rotor, respec- 
tively . 

Figure Al. Geometry of Rotor and Gimbal 
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We seek to determine the angular momentum of the rotor about point 0. For 
simplicity, we assume that the mass of the gimbal is negligible compared with that of 
the rotor, and that the axes of the gyro coordinate frame are also the principal inertial 
axes of the rotor. Then, by definition, the angular momentum of the rotor about point 
0 is given by 

ii - - 
g = ; y3 x “s y3 (AlI 

where 9 is a generic mass particle within the rotor and 7~ is the velocity of rno with 
respect to inertial space. 

Now 

(A21 

where ?! is a vector from the origin of an inertial reference frame to the point 0. 
Further&ore, since 

r s =i +p g B 
we see that 

where v. = 2 To 
dt 

is the velocity of point 0 with respect to inertial space. 

Evaluating the second and third terms on the right hand side of (A4), we find 

d -ij = 
dt Is 

+(o +w g G +3,+ljr) x p B (~46) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

where -% and Wr have the meaning defined in Subsection 3.1, and -% is the angular 
velocity of the gyro frame with respect to the gimbal frame. The angular velocity of 
the gimbal frame with respect to the body frame is denoted by &. 

Combining Eqs. (A4) - (AS) and noting that 
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(s Fglb = (s$3)g = O 
since Q ie fixed relative to th6 body frame and rn@ is fixed relative to the gyro frame, 
wefind 

v 
B 

=~o+(i;)b+~r)XF 
g 

+ (Zg+ZG+Gb+ijr) xp 
B 

Substituting (A7) in (Al), and making use of the fact that 

e” “B F@ = O 

clime Q is the mass center of the rotor, we obtain 

ii 
g 

= mgFgX 
1 So+(- 

% X;J,, XT 
8 1 

+C rngFO x I (ljg+ZG+Zb+13,) XP 
s 1 B 

(A7) 

(4 

(4 

where 

is the mass of the rotor (gyro). 

Eq. (A9) may be written in the form 

ii 
I3 

= mgFg X To+(Zb+Wr) Xi: 
g 1 + J* c’jp+zG+zb+Wr) 

where J is the inertia dyadic of the rotor, viz. 

J = Aiglg + AjgT, + CH ‘; 
I3 g 

- - 
=A%&+ ATG 1, + C kG kG 

A = 
8 

mS (yB” + zi) 

2 2 
= ; “g ‘“g + zB) 

(A 10) 

(All) 

(A 12) 
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c ’ = f mp (x82 + Y2) B (A 13) 

(A14) 

Denoting the angular velocity of the rotor about its axis of rotation by 0, we see 
that 

0 g = saEg = “iiG (A 15) 

r 
For the special case where the rotor and vehicle mass centers are coincident, 

g 
=0, and 

ii 
g 

= J l (Ijg+zG+Wb+zr) (A 16) 
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APPENDIX B 

VIBRATION FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES 

FOR A THIN CIRCULAR PLATE 

List of Symbols 

a = radius of plate; ft. 

D Eh3 
= 12(1-v2, 

= plate stiffness, lb ft 

E = Young’s modulus, lb/ft2 

f = applied force, lb 

h = thickness of plate, ft 

$.$I = modified Bessel function of the first kind of order n 

Jn( 1 = Bessel function of the first kind of order n 

m = mass per unit area, slugs/ft2 

mm= generalized mass for the run mode; slugs 

Q = generalized force for nm mode; lb 

Q, = generalized coordinate for the nm mode; ft 

t = time; set 

U = displacement normal to plane of plate; ft 

Yn( 1 = Bessel function of the second kind of order n 

p,ct = polar coordinates 

v2 = Laplacian = a2 ia i a2 -++-- +- - 

ap2 p * p2 aa2 
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u = Poisson’s ratio 

5, = relative damping factor for the run mode 

0 = radial slope of the nm mode; rad/ft 

‘pnm = normalized mode shape of the nm mode 

%m 
= tangential slope of the nm mode; rad/ft 

w = natural frequency of the nm mode; rad/sec 

The ensuing development follows very closely the analysis contained in Ref. 9. 
This is a somewhat expanded treatment of a problem first Solved by Rayleigh ~7 but 
whose main purpose is to cast the results in a form suitable for control system ana- 
lysis. 

The basic equation describing the motion of a flat plate is a7 (See Fig. Bl) . 

v2 (DV2u 
2 

au 
)+m@,a)-= 

at2 
f (P, @:, t) 

‘b 

(B 1) 

Figure Bl. Geometry for Flat Plate Problem 
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To derive the free modes of vibration, we consider first the homogeneous form of 
this equation and, .applying the usual separation of variables technique, 

u = F W W U’s a) VW 

arrive at 

1 V2 (DV2 u) - 1 d2F = w2 
m w =-“z nm 

or 

v2 (D V2 W-) 
2 

- mw w=o 
nm 

It can be shown(2g) that when suitable boundary conditions are prescribed 

1. There exists a denumerably infinite sequence of eigenvalues, wnm and 

2. for each eigenvalue, wnm, there exists an eigenfunction W nm (P, (u) which 

satisfies the relation 

277 a 

Js 
mW 

0 0 
- WwPdoda = 0 

U33) 

U34) 

U35) 

wheren# porm#q ; while 

27 a 2 
mW =pdpda = 1 

The most general solution of the homogeneous form of Eq. (Bl) is 

=@,%t) = 2 2 Fnm(t) Wm (P, a) (J36) 
n=O m=O 

Assuming that the plate is circular and uniform such that m and D are constants, 
Eqs. (B3) and (B4) may be written as 
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where 

and 

d2F 
k4 

2 + 
dt 

-7 F = 0 
C 

v4 W - kn w=o 

c2 m =- 
D 

2 k4 
0 =- 

2 
C 

Eq. (B8) may be written as 

-k;) W=O 

The general solution of this equation is equal to the sum of the solutions to 

(V2 + kk) W = 0 

and 

<v2 -kL) W=O 

Consider first Eq. (B12) which may be written in expanded form as follows 

a2 w 1 aw 1 a2w + k2 - +-- -- - 

ap2 pap P2a2 - 

w=o 

If we assume a solution of the form 

w’o’ 
= G1 (PI G2 (4 

and substitute back in (B14), we obtain 

P 
2 d2G1 dG 

P 
-$+k& 

2 1 d2G2 2 - - -- 
G1 ap2 G1 

=-r2 da2 = n 

(B7) 

038) 

WJ) 

@lo) 

(B11) 

(Bl2) 

(B13) 

(Bl4) 

(B 15) 

o3w 
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It follows that 

d2Gl 
- +- 
*2 

d2G2 

dar2 
+n2G =0 

2 

The respective solutions of the above equations are: 

G1(P) =AJn(kmP) + CIYn (ktl,N (Bl9) 

G2(a) = C2cosn(a + C) 

(B17) 

P 18) 

WW 

where A, Cl, C2 and < are arbitrary constants. 

For Eq. (B 13)) a solution identical in form to (B19) and (B20) is obtained, but 
with knm replaced by iknm. Physical considerations dictate that the terms Yn(knm p) 
and Yn (i knm p) be discarded since each of these approaches infinity as p approaches 
zero. Consequently, the most general solution of Eq. (Bll) may be written as: 

wnm@d’d = [A J, (k,, p) + B In (k,, P)] k2 cos n (o+ ’ )3 

= Rn (P) Vn (o!) (B21) 

Now since @ , o) and (p, 01 + 2 a) represent the same point, it follows that n 
must be a positive integer or zero if W is to be singIe valued. Therefore, we need 
only consider n = 0, 1, 2, ---- . 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied at the free edge are:3o 
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Eq. (B22) expresses the fact that, at a free edge, the bending moment in a radial 
direction is zero; while (B23) states that, at a free edge, the vertical shear is zero. 

Substituting Bn from (B21) into the above equations, and making use of some stan- 
dard relations for the Bessel functions, we obtain the equations: 

(knm a Ji - n2 Jn) - k> a2 Jo] A 

0324) 

+ 

(v-l)(knmaJA- Jn) - kL a3 J’ A n 1 
P25) 

(v-l) (km a I’ -I~) + kima31’n 1 B=O 
n 

Here 

Jn 
= Jn (km a) 

I, 
= I,(k,,a) 

J’ E d 
d (km P) n 

J ‘km P) 
p=a 

I’ 
d 

E d (k,,P) n 1 ‘k,, P) 
p=a 

Equations (B24) and (B25) have the trivial solution A = B= 0. In order to yield a 
nontrivial solution, the determinant of the coefficients, A and B, must vanish. Setting 
this determinant equal to zero and simplifying, we obtain 

2 (v-l) k, a3 JA In + (v-l) - kL a 
2 2 1 

- n2 (~-1)~ JA I, - I 
a2 2 3 ww 

- n2 (V-l)2 
I 

1: Jn + 2 n2 k 
nm 

a (y-l) Jn In = 0 
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For eachvalue of n = 0, 1, 2, ---, there are an infinite number of values of knm 
which satisfy the above equation. With these knm, equations (B24) and (B25) are not 
‘independent (i. 8. , they cannot bs solved for A and B separately). However, each such 
value of knm yields a value of the ratio B/A which we write as: 

A nm 
= B/A 

to emphasize that it is a function of n and m. 

Putting n = 0 in Eq. (B26) we find 

2 (v-l) J’ (k 
0 om 

a) I’ (k 
0 om 

a) - kom a 
c 
Jo (kom a) I’ (k 

0 om 
a) 

- I (k a) Ji (kom a) = 0 
0 om 1 

U327) 

The lowest value of kOm which satisfies this equation is koo = 0. Furthermore, 
putting n = 1 in Eq. (B26) we find that the lowest value of klm which satisfies the re- 
sulting equation is kIO = 0. 

For n = 2, the lowest value of kzrn which satisfies Eq. (B26) is* 

kzo a = 2.2915 

For n = 0, the lowest non zero value of kom which satisfies Eq. (B27) is 

k 01 
a = 3.0127 

While for n = 1, the lowest non zero value of kIm which satisfies Eq. (B27) is 

kll a = 4.530 

Note that koo = 0 corresponds to a rigid body translation while k10 = 0 corresponds 
to a rigid body rotation. 

Having calculated the quantities knm we may then find the A,, (= B/A) from 
Eqs. (B24) and (B25). The mode shape, W - (p, a), of Eq. (B21) is now written as 

wnm (P, a) = C3 
[ 
J, (km P) + A,, 1, (km P) 1 ~0s n (a+ ~1 u3w 

* Usingv = l/3 
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where c3 and CY are arbitrary constants. This merely reflects the &act that there 
is no preferred reference either radially or circumferentially. In other words, the 
expression for the mode shape gives relative rather than absolute displacemexits. Tlie 
mode shapes are shown in Fig. B2. 

For computational expediency, it is convenient to assign absolute values to the 
displacement, and this requires that we normalize in some fashion. This may be 
done in various ways. For present purposes, we write Eq. (B28) as 

Cl 
n=O , m= 1 

. . 0 
----- 

n=l , m=l 

.I-\ / \ / \ 

0 
I I \ / \ / -0 

n=O , m=2 

I I 

0 
-- -- + I I 

n= 2 , m=l 

n70 , m=3 

Note: The dotted lines indicate the lines of zero deflection. 

Figure B2. Mode Shapes for Thin Circular Plate 
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w’“’ nm (P, a) = C5 I: Jn (k&4 + A In (knm 4 CO8 na ml 
and where C4 and C5 are constants. 

The normalized modes are now defined as 

q(. (P, q = 

w(B) M1 (P, a) 

w’“’ 
KUJ 

a, +(1+4n] 

We have therefore 

so(s) ,(PY~ =P, [ Jn(knmP)+hnm n nm 1 (k .P)] sinna 

p -(P,d =cnm Jn(knmP) +AmIn(kmp) 1 cosna! 

where 

C, = (km a) + hnm In (km a) 1 -’ 

WW 

0331) 

VW 

tB33) 

(B34) 

‘(B35) 

(B36) 

It is easy to see that the normalized modes also satisfy the orthogonality rela- 
tionships (B5) 

It follows that the displacement u (0, a, t), given by Eq. (B6), may be expressed 
in the form 

(B37) 
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where the generalized coordinates, Q!$ (t) and a:“’ (t) are given by 

c (t) = Fnm (t) WE b, $ (1 + 4nd 

,w - (t) = F- tt) W$f, (a, 0) 

We now assume that the applied force distribution can be represented as 

u338) 

(BW 

f(p, CY, t) = 2 2 m bz tt) $A tp, a) + A: tt) $L (p, ad 
n=o m=o 

WO) 

where the functions Anm (‘) (t) and AL) (t) are to be determined. Multiplying both 

sides of Eq. (B40) by ‘ppq (‘) (p,cr) and integrating over the whole plate, we have* 

271 a 
SJ = 

5 dP& 
0 0 pq:fdpdo n=o 

~A(~(t)~~prn 
m=o 0 0 qh”l,q(‘) Pg 

U341) 

Here we have made use of the fact that 

2na . 

J-1 
p m cp’“’ (cl 

0 0 
pg ‘p,, dP = 0 

for all values of p, q, n, and m. 

\ However, using the orthogonality property (B5), Eq. (B41) reduces to 

27r a 

$J- 
P cp’“’ 

0 0 Pg f dp da = APq (t) 
I[ p m[$;i12 dp da 

(~42) 

U343) 

(B44) 

* We will drop the arguments of the function wherever convenient and where there 
is no loss of clarity. 
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where 

(B45) 

(B49) 

(cl Similarly, multiplying Eq. (B40) by w ( p, ar) and preceeding as above, we find 

(B47) 

where 

Q(C) = 
2n a 

- SJ 
P 4”’ fdp da! 

nm 0 0 

Substituting (B44 - (B49) in Eq. (B40), we have 

a, CD Q(S) 

== [, 

m 2E cp’“’ 
Q(C) 

f (P,% t) = + nm cp’“’ 

n=o m=o - 1 irl(s) nm ntc) - 

(B43) 

(B49) 

(B50) 

Now if Eqs. (B37) and (B50) are substituted in Eq. (B 1) , with both sides of the 
resulting equation multiplied by ~(2 ( p, (Y) and then integrated over the whole plate, 
the end result is 
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Here we have made use of the orthogonality property (B42). 

But from (B4) and (B32) 

2 m v2tDV pm) 2 
= mw Inn en 

Substituting this in the preceding equation and making use of the orthogonality 
property (B5) we have finally 

p + $ (8 
nm nm qnm U351) 

If we repeat the above procedure but multiply by 50 pq (‘) (p, CY) instead of (p’(i (p, Q) 
as before, the end result obtained is 

p + $ 
Q(C) 

(4 _ nm 
nm nmqnm-m(c) 

“hll 

In control system applications, the following mode slopes are important: 

Radial Slope: 

Js) 
a cp'") 

- (Psa) = 
-(P, a) 

ap 

Circumferential Slope: 

0352) 

U353) 

P (p, a) = 1 
a$") llM (Pt a) 

nm P 
acr U354) 

with similar expressions for o 03 (cl 
- a~#-- 

To illustrate the method of calculating some typical generalized forces, consider 
a pure moment, L, which acts at the point (a,, pp), and whose axis is in the plane of 
the plate normal to a radial line. To treat this case, we assume that we can repre- 
sent the moment by two forces, a small distance, Ap, apart. 

Here we have 

L=PAp 
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f=P -P 
p = pp + AP P = Pp 

01 =a ci=cY 
P P 

Consequently 

pp+Ap’ -Q’~(~~~ P,) 

AP 1 
aQ@’ 

= L -E 
aP 

= L o(Z tap* P,) 

P =Pp 

(B55) 

CY =C! 
P 

Similarly, if the axis of the applied moment is parallel to a radial line at (a 
ps P,), 

we have 

f =P -P 
a=ap+A~ a!=01 

P =Pp P=Pp P 

P AcY P 

,(a 
L nm 

=pp= p’p 
= L $Z (Pp’ ap’ 

P 
oL=O! 

P 

v356) 
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APPENDIX C 

VIBRATION FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES 

FOR A THIN TORUS 

List of Symbols 

a = radius of centroidal axis of torus; ft 

C = radius of circular cross section of torus; ft 

E = Young’s modulus; lb/ft2 

f = applied force; lb 

m = mass of torus per unit length of circumference; slugs/ft 

“h= generalized mass for the nth mode; slugs 

Qn = generalized force for nth mode. lb f 

Qn= generalized coordinate for the nth mode; ft 

t = time; set 

u = displacement normal to plane of torus; ft 

01 = coordinate for generic point on torus; rad 

B = angle of twist about centroidal line of cross section; rad 

P = modulus of rigidity; lb/ft2 

v = Poisson18 ratio 

5, = relative damping factor of nth mode 

=ll = radial slope’of nth modem rad/ft 9 

Qn = 
normalized mode shape of the nth mode 

0 = n undamped natural frequency of the nth mode; rad/sec 
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For the case of a thin* circular ring (torus) whose cross section is also cir- 
cular (see Fig Cl) the equation of motion for the flexural vibrations normal to the 
plane of the ring takes the form(28) 

ap a2u 
- = f (a, t) , 5z - ma at2 (Cl) 

* In the present context, thin means that the radius of the circular cross section is 
small compared with the radius of the centroidal line of the torus. 

‘b 

‘b 

Figure Cl. Geometry of Torus Problem 
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where 

aG1 
-+G 
atY 

-Pa=0 
2 

aG2 
acu 

- G1 = 0 

and 

G1 

(C2) 

tw 

(C4) 

After combining Eqs. (Cl) and (C2), we obtain 

ag ) (C5) 

where we have assumed that f (a!, t) is identically zero; i.e., we seek first the 
solution to the homogeneous form of Eq. (Cl). 

Following Love a’ , we assume a solution of the form 

u = V@)F(t) 

@ = U(a)F(t) . 

such that 

V(a) = xv W(a) 

CW 

((37) 

((33) 

tw 

tc 10) 

where X, and X 
B 

do not depend on QL or t. 

Substituting (C7) - (ClO) in Eq. (C6), we obtain 
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xw (iv) 
VW B 

(l+ 

4Xvma 
4. 

+ 
Erc* 

LO 
F tc 11) 

where the dots denote time derivatives and the prime indicates derivative with respect 
to ff . 

Since F depends only on t, and W depends only on (Y, Eq. (Cll) implies that 

Enc4 wtw Eac4 -- -- 
4ma4 w 4ma4 

g” 

G =-- 
F 

= w2 

where 

% x =x 
V 

and 0.P is a constant, 

Consequently Eq. (Cl2) is equivalent to the following two equations 

,tiV) _ w/l _ 4ma4a2 

Enc4 
w=o 

;;: + u2 F = 0 

Assume now that 

W (cx) = co8 (no + c) tc 16) 

where n and 6 are constants. 

Substituting (C 16) in (C 14) leads to 

4 1 
4 2 

n + + aX (l+ E 3) n2 _ 4ma 0 = 0 

Enc4 

tc 12) 

tc 13) 

tc 14) 

(C 15) 

tc 17) 
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This is the relation which must be satisfied by w in order that (C16) be a solution 
of Eq. (C14). The constant X is unknown but it is easy to show that n must be an 
integer or zero) 

To obtain an additional relation for X , we substitute (C4) - (C5) in Eq. (C3) 
obtaining 

which after employing (C7) - (ClO) and (C 16) becomes 

x =- 
(1 + $) n2 

( ) 
2pn2 

a l+~ 

Substituting this in Eq. (C17) and solving for w, we find 

2 
w = 

Enc4 n2 (n2-1)’ 
n 4 E 4ma (- + n2) 

2P 

which by virtue of the standard relation 

E = 2/.1 (I+ II) 

can be written as 

2 
w = 

E 71~~ n2 (n2-l)2 
n 4ma4 (n2 + 1 + V) 

There is thus a solution of the form (C7) and (C8) for each value of wn. The 
most general solution is given therefore by 

c13 
u(a, t) = c FnttPn(@ 

n=o 

tc 18) 

tc 19) 

tcw 

WV 

W2) 

(C23) 

* The argument is along the same lines as in Appendix A, namely, that W must be 
a single valued function of a. 
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I I 

B(a, t) = 2 FnWJn(d 
xl=0 

NOW by (C9) and (C16) 

v, (a) = Xv co9 (ncx + c) 

This may be written as 

vn ta) = (-Xv sin c) sin na! + (Xv COS E) cos no! 

= Cl sin nd + C2 co9 ng! 

VW 

(C25) 

As in the case of the flat plate in Appendix B, the mode shape (C25) gives only 
relative displacement. We therefore define normalized modes as follows 

cp’“’ (a) = 
v@) (CY) 

= sin na! 
n vw n7r n (2 + 2nn) 

cp’“’ (a) = 
v,“’ (a) 
p 

= cos ncy 
n 

n (0) 

Similarly 

un (a) = X 
B 

cos (na! + c) 

= (-A@ sin E) sin n (y + (A 
B 

Cos E) Cos na! 

= (-Ai sine) sinner + (XX cost) cosna 
V V 

= X [Cl sin na + C2 cos na] 

KW 

WV 

OW 
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If we now define generalized coordinates by 

q@l n (t) = Fn (t) Vr) (+ + 2a n) 

,(‘I (t) = F (t) V(‘) (0) 
n n n 

We may express the solution (C23), (C24) as 

03 u(o!, t) = c bn n=o 
@) (t) 9;) (CY) + p) (t) (0;) (cd] 

. 
B (c!, t) = 2 x [qhs) (t) 2”’ (c!) + qF) (t) $I (a) 1 

n=o 

Kw 

(C30) 

(C31) 

(C32) 

In order to obtain a solution for the nonhomogeneous case, we assume that the 
applied force can be represented as 

f (01, t) = a$ m [A:) (t) yhs) (CY) + A:) (t) $) (aj 
n=o 

(C33) 

where the functions An(‘)(t) and An(‘)(t) are for the moment undetermined. 

(s) Multiplying both sides of this equation by cp p (CL) and integrating over the whole 
ring, we have 

. 

(‘1 f da ; a CO 

(pP c A@) (t) j’ m pr gf) da 
n=o n 0 

. 

+ a. c 
n=o 

However, the normalized modes are orthogonal; i.e. 

, pfq 

(C34) 

(C35) 
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J 
2a cp’“’ (‘) da = 0, , 

P ‘ps 
ap=dq 

0 

Therefore, Eq. (C34) may be written as 

where 

g(s) = 
n 

is the generalized force, ‘and 

a m cp’“’ 2 da! 
E 1 n 

(C 36) 

(C37) 

(C38) 

(C39) 

is the generalized mass. 

(cl 
By multiplying both sides of Eq. (C33) by pp 

(s) (a), instead of (pp (Q) as above, 

and proceeding in a similar manner, we find 

A@) n (t) = 
n 

where 

2 dcr 

Consequently, Eq. (C33) may be written as 
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Q(c) 
f (01, t) = + n Q@’ 

q(c) n 
n 1 (C43) 

The equation of motion for the nonhomogeneous case is obtained by substituting 
(CB), (C4), and (C5) in Eq. (C 1). The result is 

4 au 2p a2u 
2 

---- 
aa2 E a0i2 

- a(l- 2;) q 
aa 

+ 4ma4 a2u 4a3 - =- f(a,t) 
Erc4 at2 Enc4 

( C44) 

After substituting the expressions for u, 8, and f given by (C31), (C32), and (C43) 
respectively, multiplying both sides of the resulting equation by Q p) (or) and integra- 
ting over the whole ring, we obtain 

However, both 2) and Q’“’ 
n satisfy Eq. (C 14) ; viz. 

(C45) 

(C46) 



;1[ 1 cp’c) ” _ 4ma4 2 03 n - 4 wn Qn 
Enc 

W47) 

We note also that in addition to (C35) and (C36), the normalized modes satisfy 

, Pzq 

(C48) 

(C49) 

By virtue of (C35), (C36), and (C46) - (C49), Eq. (C45) reduces to 

(C50) 

Similarly, replacing cp 09 (cl 
P byQP 

in (C45) and proceeding as above, we obtain 

‘c; (cl + u2 (c) 
Q(C) 

n nqn =--$ 
n 

(C51) 

From Eq. (C22), we see that 0, = 0 and w1 = 0. These correspond to the rigid 
body translation and rotation respectively. 
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APPENDIX D 

TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR MOTOR FLYWHEEL UNIT 

A linearized dynamic analysis of a motor-flywheel combination for controlling 
satellite attitude is contained in Reference 13, which is repeated here for conveni- 
ence. The complete schematic for control about one body axis of the satellite is 
shown in Figure Dl. The symbols have the following meaning 

Be = back emf constant 

Bf = viscous friction constant 

Bm = magnetic torque constant due to earth’s magnetic field 

I = moment of inertia of satellite about control axis 

C = moment of inertia of flywheel about spin axis 

K 
m 

= gain constant 

S = Laplace operator 

LC = output torque 

LD = disturbance torque on satellite 

L DW = disturbance torque on motor and flywheel 

Wb = angular velocity of satellite relative to inertial space 

w 
W 

= angular velocity of flywheel relative to inertial space 

w wb = angular velocity of flywheel relative to satellite body 

The externally applied wheel torque, LDw, is due to such effects as gravity 
torques on an unbalanced wheel and is generally completely negligible. Furthermore, 
ob is generally much smaller than % which means that ww is essentially equal to 
awb. In this case, a simple computation yields the transfer function 

LC Km B e (Bm + Cs) 

= (Be + Bf + Bm) cs 

Be + Bf + B m 

W) 
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Figure Dl. Schematic of Motor-Flywheel Unit 



In most applications, the magnetic 
constant, Bf, are small compared with 
fied to 

LC 
Km Cs 

v,= 7 s+l 
m 

where 

C T s- 
‘m Be 

torque constant, Bm, and the viscous friction 
B e. This permits Equation (Dl) to be simpli- 

W) 

(D3) 

It is possible to obtain an alternate relation for the time constant, T,, in the 
following way. From Figure Dl 

Lc = Km Be ’ m 
- Beu 

W 
(D4) 

The stall torque is obtained by setting ow = 0 and Vm = Vm , viz. 
max 

L cs = Km Be vm 
max 

Also, by setting LC = 0 with V, = V, and ow = ww , we obtain the 
relation max max 

Be ww = Km Be V m 
max max 

After combing (D5) and (D6), we find 

LCS 
‘e = 0 

W max 

Using this relation for Be gives an alternate expression for T, as follows 

cwW max 
7 = m L cs 

(D5) 

VW 

(D7) 

(W 
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APPENDIX E 

ATTITUDE SENSORS FOR SATELLITES 

One may conveniently categorize the attitude sensing methods for satellites as 
follows: 

1. Celestial (star) tracking 

2. Sun tracking 

3. Horizon scanning 

4. Ambient (gravity gradient, magnetic field) 

5. Inertial (gyros, monitored stable platform) 

Regarding inertial methods, the gyro-stabilized platform suggests itself as an 
immediate choice for an inertial reference. However, when long operational times 
are involved, gyro drift, even if extremely small by terrestrial standards, eventually 
causes intolerably high attitude errors to develop. An obvious remedy is to use the 
stabilized platform supplemented by an independent attitude reference such as a star 
tracker. The platform is then used to provide stability under relatively high fre- 
quency disturbances, while the star tracker prevents any long-term drift of the refer- 
ence. When the vehicle itself is referred to an inertial reference, it would appear 
that one might just as well design the vehicle as a stabilized platform. In this case, 
one might eliminate gyros completely if the attitude reference signals could be pro- 
cessed to yield rate information. This idea is investigated in more detail later in 
the discussion. 

A second role is the gyro’s use as a gyrocompass for the detection of yaw devia- 
tions out of the orbital plane. In this case, it is assumed that independent control of 
the vehicle’s vertical axis exists, creating the analog of the “finger of gravity” point- 
ing toward the center of the earth which is experienced by terrestrial objects. Using 
the tendency of the vehicle vertical axis to keep its proper alignment, a gyro rotor 
can be so constrained relative to the vehicle frame that its spin axis tends to align 
itself normal to the orbital plane. It operates in much the same way as the gyro- 
compass on the earth, whose spin axis precesses into the plane of the local meridian. 
In this way the gyro provides a measurement of satellite yaw after the vertical is es- 
tablished by other means. Reference 39 contains a detailed discussion of this ap- 
proach. 

The third important case of inertial sensing is the use of rate gyroscopes to 
measure the angular velocity of the vehicle as resolved into body-fixed axes, the re- 
sults being of value for damping attitude oscillations. The major problem here is 
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that the rate gyros pick up the entire angular velocity relative to inertial space, not 
merely the deviation velocities from the attitude reference frame, which are the 
quantities needed for damping in the equations of attitude motion. Thus, the motion 
of the reference frame somehow must be biased out of the gyro outputs, a procedure 
which presents formidable practical problems in general. Another practical question 
relates to the threshold angular velocity which can be detected. All that can be said 
here about this important topic is that for the very low angular rates normally of con- 
cern, the quality of the rate gyro must be commensurate with that of the very best 
available navigation gyros. Certainly any rate gyro of the quality used in flight con- 
trol systems will be far from adequate. 

This is not the only potential use of rate gyros, however. One can conceive a 
method in which the outputs of high-precision gyros attached to the vehicle frame are 
properly combined and integrated. From such signals the absolute change in attitude 
over a period of time can be determined. The method requires the knowledge of an 
initial orientation, of course, and the time duration must be short enough to keep the 
errors from gyro drift to within acceptable limits. 

Among the ambient sensing techniques, the gravity gradient is the most promi- 
nent in determining the local vertical. This is treated in detail in Subsection 3.4.1. 

The earth’s magnetic field is a convenient orientation reference in terrestrial 
applications, and it is natural to attempt to use it for the same purpose in regions of 
space near the earth. Indeed, this is reported a tc have been done in at least one 
satellite (Sputnik III). Moreover, magnetometers have been used for azimuth control 
of ballistic missile nose cones, which is a very similar task. 41 

There exists a body of literature on instrumentation for determining the vector 
magnetic field at a rocket or earth satellite.42 

Another device motivated specifically by the attitude control problem is the light 
pump magnetometer. 43 

But of greater concern here than the instrument details is the ultimate precision 
with which such sensing can be done. It will be far less than the inherent precision 
of the instruments themselves because of such effects as magnetic storms, iono- 
sphere currents, inhomogeneities of the earth’s field, and magnetic variations of 
the vehicle itself. In addition, a method of this kind has inherent limitations in its 
spatial domain of applicability, since the field strength decreases with the inverse 
cube of distance. The field irregularities to be expected at some distance from the 
earth (the order of 10 earth radii) are pointed up by the results of Pioneer V experi- 
ments . 
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In the closer neighborhood of the earth where such irregularities may be less 
marked, an additional problem is that in order to infer orientation relative tc most 
frames of reference using magnetic sensing, it would be necessary to know the vehi- 
cle position independently and use this information in the computation. 

In short, attitude sensing based on the magnetic field does not appear tc be op- 
erationally attractive except possibly tc provide an after-the-fact record of orienta- 
tion as a part of data-gathering instrumentation. It might suffice as an input for a 
relatively crude system for attitude control relative to some frames of reference. 
A method for maintaining the spin axis of a satellite normal to the plane of its orbit 
by utilizing the earth’s magnetic field is described in Reference 44. 

The class of sighting methods in which the periphery of a planetary disc is ex- 
amined may be called “horizon scanning”. The sensing device looks at a localized 
segment of the edge of the disc (the latter is interpreted as the line of maximum in- 
tensity gradient) and gives an output signal which is a function of (e.g. proportional 
to) the angular displacement between the edge and the axis of the instrument. 

This concept can be mechanized and used in various ways. One situation is that 
in which a scanning instrument is free to rotate about an axis in the vehicle which is 
to be identified with the vertical direction. This could be visualized as a telescope 
barrel sweeping out the surface of a cone of which this is the axis, as shown in Fig- 
ure El. At the same time the line of sight undergoes a sweep motion normal to the 
generators of the cone, which carries it back and forth across the horizon, at least 
when the cone is close tc the tangent cone to the nearby body from the instrument 
location. Physically this might be done by a rocking prism. A signal is generated 
with varying intensity as the line of sight passes from space to the illuminated disc, 
which can be differentiated to the point of maximum intensity gradient, i.e. , the 
edge of the disc. This gives the angle 8 shown in Figure El as a function of azimuth 
angle. Averaging 0 then gives two components of angular displacement of the scan- 
ner cone axis away from the “vertical” represented by the normal tc the plane of the 
“mean horizon”. 

As an alternative mechanization, the centerline of a narrow field of view is ro- 
tated in a plane which contains the nominal vehicle vertical axis, i.e. , in a plane 
normal to one of the nominally horizontal body axes. A second identical scanner 
operates in a plane normal to the other nominally horizontal body axes. There is a 
broad pulse output from each detector during the time when the beam is looking at 
the illuminated body. The centers of these pulses are displaced from the vertical 
axis of the device by precisely the angle of attitude deviation in the scanner plane, 
and it is possible to reduce the determination of this angle to the measurement of the 
times at which the illumination pulse occurs. 
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Figure El. One Horizon Scanner Concept 
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Another type of horizon scanner is shown in Figure E2. This type operates by 
detecting the sharp discontinuity in infra-red radiation intensity which occurs when 
the line of sight crosses the outer edge of the tropopause. 

A filter is used to .remove visible and near infra-red radiation, leaving the de- 
tector sensitive mainly to radiation from atmospheric water vapor. The earth then 
appears effectively at a temperature between 200” and 220”K, according tc whether 
it is day or night, and space appears at 4’K. Directly reflected solar radiation is 
not significant. 

A small field of view is available to the detector which consists of a germanium 
objective (refractive index p = 4) with a thermistor detector mounted directly on it. 
The germanium objective acts both as lens and filter. The thermistor is very small, 
of the order of 0.5 mm or less, in order to have low heat capacity and therefore fast 
response. The mirror assembly is rotated to perform a conical scan. Step changes 
in output are obtained when the scan crosses the earth’s horizon; the bisector of the 
scan angles at which the steps occur determines the rotational attitude of the satel- 
lite about the scanner axis, with respect to the local vertical plane which passes 
through this axis. Two such scanners completely determine the local vertical. 

Accuracies of 1 deg have been obtained, and there seems to be no reason why, 
with careful design, it should not be possible to approach about 0.2 deg, this limit 

Axis of Rotation _ 

Germanium 

Figure E2. Alternate Horizon Scanner 
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being set by the resolution of the outer edge of the tropopause. 

The determination of satellite attitude by sun and star tracking are conceptually 
very similar. 

The analysis and design of a fine sun tracker for the Advanced Orbiting Solar 
Observatory are discussed in Reference 36. The tracker provides accurate pointing 
information in pitch and yaw, permitting precise static and dynamic orientation of 
the observatory with respect 4x1 the sun’s apparent disc, in accordance with ground 
commands. The tracker uses a servo-driven optical slab in each axis to offset the 
optical null by the required amount. The error signal thus developed in a pair of 
matched silicon photo-voltaic cells is fed to the observatory control system, to pro- 
duce the desired orientation in that axis. 

It is claimed that this device is capable of achieving a 2 arc-second rms point- 
ing accuracy. 

Figure E3 is a block diagram of the sun tracker system. The digital command 
system in the tracker converts the ground command into an optical positional refer- 
ence for the AOSO, by means of the tracker servo drive. This commanded rotation 
of the optics then produces a positional error signal via the optics and photo-detector 

Ground 
Cornman 

Sun Tracker 

Digital 1 Servo Error Reference 

+ Command - Signal (Analog) Servo For AOSO optical 
* Drive 

System 
System 

I I I I 

t 

-* ‘1 

I 

Observatory 

Position 

Figure E3. Sun Tracker System 
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which is amplified and fed to the AOSO control system. The latter drives the obser- 
vatory until the photo-detector signal is nulled. At this point, the observatory posi- 
tion will correspond with the commanded rotation of the optics and hence, with the 
ground command as well. 

In Figure E4 is shown a schematic diagram of the sun tracker optical system 
for each of the pitch and yaw axes. An optical slab of thickness d and index of re- 
fraction n is located midway between the photo-detector and the slit at the front of 
the tracker, where the sun’s rays are admitted. The slab is rotated through an angle 
B , corresponding to the command signal, by means of the tracker servo drive. 

The rays of the sun are refracted through the slab and form a narrow beam on 
the photo-detector surface. When the center of this beam is off the null line of the 
detector, an error signal is generated which is amplified and fed to the observatory 
control system. The latter then drives the observatory until the observatory posi- 
tion (sun angle, CL ) is such as to cause a null at the photo-detector. Under this con- 
dition, the sun angle, cy , is a precise function of slab angle, fl , and hence of the 
ground command as well. 

A block diagram of the tracker servo drive is shown in Figure E5. The digital- 
to-analog converter output is amplified and fed to a d-c torquer motor which is 

1 Photo-Detector 1 
I 

Detector 
Null Line / 

Optical Slab 

Sun Line 

1 

/Optical Axis 

@ Slab Angle 

9 
l/2 

-W Slit Width 

Angle 

Figure E4. Optical System for Sun Tracker 
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Optics 
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Digital Encoder 

Figure E5. Tracker Servo Drive 

directly coupled to the optical slab. Also directly coupled to the slab is a d-c tach- 
,ometer. The tachometer signal is amplified, fed through a high-pass filter, and then 
subtracted from the digital-to-analog converter output, to provide the necessary 
servo system stabilization. At servo equilibrium the slab angle, /3, and hence the 
commanded sun angle, 01, correspond to the digital command. 

Details of the design analysis may be found in Reference 36. 

Historically, the first attempts to track stars automatically were aimed at re- 
lieving astronomers of the task of guiding an astronomical telescope during long 
periods of photographic observation. A simple means of doing this is depicted 
in Figure E6. 

The detector is vehicle-mounted and consists of a one half silvered mirror set 
at a 45-deg angle. In the null position, the focused image is separated equally with 
one half of the light going through the transparent portion of the mirror and illumin- 
ating phototube A, the other one half is reflected at right angles by the silvered sur’ 
face to phototube B. The phototubes are connected in series with the output signal 
taken at the junction between tubes. The tubes are selected for equal gains. 
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Figure E6. Star Tracker Optical System 

When starlight is centered, the vehicle is at the null position and equal light 
falls on each phototube. The current in each tube will be equal and, therefore, there 
is no current output. If the light is displaced, one tube receives more light and 
draws a larger current so that the output becomes a measure of the star displace- 
ment. Typically, the output current is linear in the range 0.1 to 0.3 microamp and 
represents 20 seconds of arc displacement. 

The main difficulty with this scheme is that the phototubes may be nonuniform 
in sensitivity with time and conditions of operation. Thus the accuracy of such a 
device would depend on the behavior of the separate phototubes and would be rela- 
tively unreliable for long operating times. 

A more practical scheme, due to Whitford and Kron, 45 employs a frequency- 
modulated, disk-scanning system, the principle of which is illustrated in Figure 
X7. As the lens is rotated eccentrically about an axis passing through the center 
of the disk, the star image describes a circular track over the disk. The disk is 
composed of alternate opaque and transparent sectors, so that a frequency-modu- 
lated signal is output from the photosensitive surface behind the disk. The ampli- 
tude and phase of the demodulated signal provide two-axis information on the orien- 
tation of the tracker. 
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Figure E 7. Frequency-Modulated, Disk-Scanning Star Tracker 

The discussions above represent merely a brief survey of available methods 
and techniques in attitude sensing. A fairly comprehensive summary of the state 
of the art in 1960 is contained in Reference 22. More recent developments are 
presented in References 37 and 38, and application to a specific system (the OAO) is 
given in Reference 46. 

For purposes of control system analysis, we may envision a two-channel sun 
(or star) tracker whose sensitive axes are permanently aligned parallel with the 
vehicle body axes, yb and zb. It is assumed that the xb axis is to be aligned with 
the line of sight (LOS) to a specified star. We may then take a reference coordinate 
frame which is parallel to inertial space and whose origin coincides with the origin 
of the body reference frame. A measure of the angle between the unit vectors Tb 
and Tr is then given by m and n, the direction cosines between the line from the 
vehicle to the specified celestial object (sun or star) and the yb and Zb axes re- 
spectively. A tracker mounted in the manner described above will then have as 
outputs two signals which are proportional to m and n. For analytical simplicity, 
this proportionality factor may be lumped with the gain of the control system. The 
problem is how to process the signals m and n for purposes of attitude control. 
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Normally, as in the case of an orbiting astronomical observatory, the satellite 
does not rotate with respect to inertial space. In other situations (i.e. , a manned 
space station) the vehicle will have a spin about (say) the xb axis for purposes of 
artificial gravity. Nevertheless, in this case it is required to point the xb axis to 
the sun in order to charge the solar panels. Accuracy requirements will of course 
be different for the two cases, but conceptually the analysis is similar. Processing 
the tracker signals is more complicated in the spinning case, and for purposes of 
greater generality we will analyze this condition. The analysis of the non-spinning 
vehicle will then be a simple special case. 

Let Tr be along the line of sight to the desired celestial reference, which for 
concreteness we assume is the sun. Then if the body frame is displaced relative to 
the reference frame, the relevant direction cosines may be determined as follows. 
Considering the vector 

= %Tb + ybib + ZbX (El) 

we see that the projections of i, on the body axes are (xb, yb, zb), which via 
Equation (1) are found to be 

Xb = CO6 8 cos a) = .t W) 

Yb = sin cp sin 8 cos 2/J - cos cp sin Q = m (E3) 

=b = cos cp sin 8 cos 9 + sin cp sin +!I E n (E4) 

and for small 8 and @ reduce to 

xb= l= a (E5) 

Y,, = 8 sin cp - t+!J cos cp = m W) 

=b = 
8 cos q + I) sin Cp = n (E7) 

The output signals from the sun’tracker are precisely m and m.* These may 
be simply related to the body rates through the Euler angles as follows. Assuming 
that6 = p. s constant, and zero initial conditions, we find from Equations (9) 
and (10) 

*Actually, as noted earlier, these output signals are proportional to m and n. The 
factor of proportionality is assumed to be lumped with the control system gain. 
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4 = qcos tp - r sin fQ 

s q cos Pot - r sin pot 

$ = q sin cp + r cos cp 

W) 

= q sin pot + r cos pot W 

Now by differentiating (E6) and (E7) and making use of Equations (6) and (7), 
we obtain 

I& = 8 +coscP+ 6 sincp+$ Gsincp- 3, cos<p 

= (3 (6 coscp+ J, sincp) - ($cosCp- 6 sincp) 

and 

= PO” - r (El(‘) 

=. 6 NJ cm cp - 8 sin cp ) + (4 cos Cp + $ sin Cp ) 

= -porn + 4 Wl) 

The last two relations show that body rate signals (for purposes of stabilization) 
may be obtained as a linear combination of the sun tracker output signals and their 
derivatives. Suitable control laws could take the form 

L = 
CY 

Kpm + K,s (‘312) 

L = 
cz KPn -+ Kvr 

(Ei3) 

It is sometimes convenient to work directly in terms of the angle between the 
Xb and X, axes, which represents the angular deviation of the body from the de- 
sired line of sight. Referring to Figure E8, we see that 

Ii Xibl = siny= y W4) 

However 

- - 
i r x i 

b 
= (mj b + nr;b) xTb 

= nj 
b -“‘;b (E15) 
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Ref. Line of Sight 

/ 

Figure E8. Angular Deviation of Body From Desired Line of Sight 

Thus, using Equation (E6) and (E7), the attitude deviation angle, y , may be 
expressed in complex notation as 

Y = 8 co8 fp + 9 sin cp - 1 (8 sin cp - @ co8 cp ) 

= (8 + 19) e -icp 

= Yy +w, 
where I2 = -1. 
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The motion of a spinning body under no torque may be described in terms of 
this attitude deviation angle. From Equations (101) and (102) 

a- ar = 0 (E17) 

ic + iaq = 0 (‘318) 

Adding these equations gives 

(4 + i+) ia (q + ir) = 0 

By differentiating (E16) we find 

f = iG y + (q + ir) 

. . 
Y = irj7 + (4 + i+) 

After combining (E19) - (E21), we find that y satisfies the equation 

(20) 

(E2; 

W2) 

Written as 

[: (S + i;) (a + ia)] y = 0 

we see that in response to a unit impulse, y takes the form 

Y (0 = 
1 -iGt. 

(ia - i6) 
[e - emiat] 

1 
= (a) 

[ (sin at - sin 6 t) + i (cos at - cos +t) ] 

which shows that the real and imaginary components of y execute undamped har - 
manic oscillations which are a linear combination of modes with frequencies a and 
6. 

Since the real and imaginary components of y are given directly by the sun 
tracker output signals, some authors express the control system format in these 
terms. * 

*Cf. Ref. 16 
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f’The aeronautica! and space activities of the United States shall be 
conducted so as to contribute . . . to the expansion of human Rnowl- 
edge of phenomena in the atmosphere azd space. The Administration 
shall provide for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination 
of information concerning its activities and the results thereof.” 
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